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PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED

Princess Private Equity Holding Limited ("Princess" or the "Company") is an investment holding
company domiciled in Guernsey that invests in private equity and private debt. The portfolio
mainly invests directly but also holds primary and secondary fund investments. Princess aims
to provide shareholders with long-term capital growth as well as an attractive dividend yield.
The shares are traded on the main market of the London Stock Exchange.

This document is not intended to be an investment advertisement or sales instrument; it constitutes neither an offer nor an attempt to solicit offers for the
product described herein. This report was prepared using financial information contained in the Company's books and records as of the reporting date. The
charts and figures detailed in the Chairman's report, market overview, investment manager's report, portfolio composition, portfolio overview, structural
overview and facts and figures have not been audited. This report describes past performance, which may not be indicative of future results. The Company
does not accept any liability for actions taken on the basis of the information provided.
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KEY FIGURES
31 DECEMBER 201331 DECEMBER 2014IN EUR

Subs
560'111'437593'522'580Net asset value (NAV)

8.098.58NAV per share
.30.54                            0.53  Total dividend per share

6.306.97Closing price
-22.11%-18.79%Discount to NAV

69'761'53445'348'161Cash and cash equivalents
00Use of credit facility

396'182'934509'880'194Value of investments
196'793'472165'038'386Undrawn commitments

70.73%85.91%Investment level
163'928'50383'642'385Net liquidity (incl. secondary receivables)

5.87%13.71%Overcommitment
-3.05%5.29%Overcommitment incl. credit line

Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Dear valued investor

As Chairman of the Board of Princess Private
Equity Holding Limited, I present the 2014
Annual Report to you. In 2014 Princess sho-
wed a strong NAV performance and passed a
significant landmark, with direct investments
now comprising the majority of the portfolio.

In 2014 Princess' audited net asset value
(NAV) increased by 13.2% to EUR 8.58 per
share, adjusted for the total dividend of EUR
0.54 per share distributed over the year. It is
encouraging to see that the portfolio is gaining
traction with strong performance of underlying
portfolio companies feeding through to the
NAV of which the outstanding contributors
to NAV growth in 2014 were Princess' direct
investments. Overall, net revaluation develop-
ments across the portfolio during the reporting
period amounted to +13.4% and were based
on solid earnings results of the Company's
underlying portfolio companies.

During 2014, Princess deployed EUR 75.2
million to seven new direct private equity and
seven new direct private debt investments.
Thanks to this intense activity, the allocation
to direct investments reached 56.1% of NAV
compared to 39.0% at the end of 2013.
Overall, EUR 85.9 million was deployed with
the investment level increasing to 85.9% of
NAV, up from 70.7% at the start of the year.
I believe that the continued focus on new di-
rect investments and disciplined investment
approach will be of long-term benefit to Prin-
cess shareholders.

Princess' emergence as a leading global mid-
market private equity fund should help
to narrow the discount to NAV which at the
end of 2014 stood at -18.8% (2013: -22.1%).

In addition, the Board's policy of paying an
annual aggregate of 5-8% of NAV per share
in dividend is expected to have a positive ef-
fect on Princess' discount development.

The main contributor to distributions over the
reporting period was Princess' legacy third
party fund portfolio, which generated a high
volume of exits from mature underlying port-
folio companies. A number of Princess' direct
investments also contributed to the high level
of distributions. Such proceeds as well as the
monies received from the staggered secondary
sale of several third party funds which was
signed in 2012, provide Princess with suffi-
cient liquidity to fund further attractive direct
investments.

My fellow Directors and I would like to take
this opportunity to thank you for the conti-
nued confidence you have shown in Princess.
It is our belief that the substantial progress
made in 2014 with the repositioning of Prin-
cess as a direct investment company with a
high dividend yield objective has ensured that
Princess is well-placed to continue creating
value for its shareholders over the years to
come.

Brian Human
Chairman

Guernsey, 9 March 2015

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT1
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Capital markets remain detached from
economic fundamentals

Six years after the financial crisis, global
growth remained low in 2014. The US econo-
my seemed to have decoupled from this global
trend, with strong increases in domestic de-
mand, the rate of unemployment falling to
5.6% and an expected near-term net positive
impact from cheaper fuel prices. Meanwhile,
Europe was still suffering from unresolved
structural problems and ongoing tensions with
Russia that were weighing on confidence and
dampening trade across the region. Despite
years of austerity, government debt levels
have climbed to record heights, emphasizing
the need for structural reform. In emerging
markets, growth was on the lower side of ex-
pectations overall. For instance, China's pro-
perty slowdown had a drag on consumption
and private investments, while Russia's per-
spective grew significantly worse over 2014
as a consequence of the low oil price and in-
ternational sanctions.

Volatility on financial markets rose in the
fourth quarter of 2014 as further concerns
around oil price declines, the plunge in the
Russian ruble and Greek concerns resurfaced.
Equities however posted positive performance
across most regions, bringing full-year MSCI
World returns (total return in local currency)
for advanced economies to 9.8% while emer-
ging market equities gained 5.7%. On fixed
income markets, government bond yields di-
ved in the US and for most Eurozone members
as the market priced in sovereign quantitative
easing by the ECB.

M&A activity reaches post-crisis high

Supported by receptive financing markets,
global M&A activity in 2014 increased sharply
to USD 3.2 trillion, up by 44.7% compared to
the previous year. This value was the third-
highest annual total on record (since 2001)
and just 11.8% less than the second-highest
in 2007.

From a regional perspective, the US continued
to dominate the M&A market. 4'782 deals
valued at USD 1.4 trillion, up 21.5% and
56.6% compared to the prior year, respective-
ly, set an all-time high. Firms in the region
also exhibited some of the highest valuations
globally, with average deal value increasing
by 30.2% to USD 616.3 million. In Europe,
after a subdued 2013, M&A activity increased
by 40.5% in 2014 and finished the year at a
new post-crisis high of USD 901.4 billion. In-
terest in larger-scale transactions was notable
as deal volume was up by a more modest
4.8% year on year to 6'094 transactions. The
most active sector was TMT, as Europe's tele-
communication sector continued to consolida-
te. Meanwhile, Asia-Pacific M&A activity of
3'250 deals valued at USD 591.6 billion
was the highest level on record, up 43.4%
from 2013.

North America drives global private
equity buyout activity

Global private equity buyout activity also be-
nefitted from market liquidity and availability
of transaction leverage (particularly at the
large cap end of the market), which led to a
9.9% increase in deal value to USD 332 billion
across 3'423 announced deals in 2014. The
total value was the highest observed since
2007.

MARKET OVERVIEW2
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Looking at the geographical focus, North
America remained the most important buyout
region, capturing 54.5% of the global total
and nine out of the ten largest deals of the
year. However, in contrast to all other regions,
buyout volume in North America declined
compared to the prior year, easing slightly
from USD 185 billion to USD 181 billion.
Meanwhile, the Asia-Pacific region displayed
the largest increase compared to 2013, gai-
ning 68.0% to finish the year with a total vo-
lume of USD 42 billion. Similarly enjoying
growth over 2013, albeit at a more moderate
level, European buyout volume for the full
year increased by 16.0% to USD 94 billion.

Buoyant markets support record exit
activity

In 2014, financial sponsors took advantage
of attractively valued markets to realize more
mature portfolio companies. As a result, 1'604
private equity-backed buyout exits valued at
USD 428 billion were completed, increases of
3.5% and 29.7% compared to last year, re-
spectively, and also the highest values on re-
cord. In line with the increase in broad M&A
numbers for the year, trade sales continued
to be the most widely used exit channel, ac-
counting for 50% of the global total.

Private equity sponsors drive global IPO
activity

In 2014, with several stock markets across
the globe reaching record valuation levels,
global IPO activity recorded USD 256.5 billion
of capital raised through 1'206 listings, an in-
crease of 50% and 35%, respectively, compa-
red to the previous year. Taking advantage
of the encouraging market environment, finan-
cial sponsors continued to monetize invest-
ments throughout the year. As a result, priva-
te equity-backed IPOs accounted for 17% of
the number of listings and 43% of the total
capital raised in 2014. Compared to the prior

year, this marked an increase of 12% in terms
of deal volume and a steep increase of 90%
in terms of proceeds, despite the fact that
2013 was already a record year for private
equity-sponsored IPOs.

Backed by supportive equity markets, abun-
dant liquidity and low interest rates, US IPO
activity was exceptional in 2014. In all, 288
listings - the highest volume since 2000 -
raised USD 95.2 billion; steep increases of
27% and 54%, respectively, compared to the
prior year. The capital raised on US exchanges
exceeded the combined amount raised from
all other major IPO markets, including Hong
Kong, London, Sydney, Tokyo, Shenzhen and
Shanghai. Led by the UK, the EMEIA region
(Europe, Middle East, India and Africa) saw
353 IPOs raising USD 74.9 billion, increases
of 47% and 121% respectively. In terms of
proceeds, 2014 was the most successful year
since 2007 for this region. Financial sponsors
drove activity in Europe, with 47% of proceeds
attributable to private equity and venture ca-
pital-backed listings.

With total proceeds exceeding USD 81 billion
across 546 deals, the Asia-Pacific region was
a key player on the global IPO stage in 2014.
The number of listings increased by 45%
compared to the prior year, representing ap-
proximately 45% of the global total, while
funds raised increased by 38%. Although
China was responsible for the majority of
proceeds in the region (USD 41.7 billion), the
Australian IPO market also had a significant
impact (USD 16.0 billion) as it profited from
the continued privatization of state-owned
entities.

Post year-end developments

After year-end, January saw a number of de-
velopments with significant and potentially
far-reaching repercussions. On 15 January
2015, the Swiss National Bank (SNB) unexpec-
tedly removed the EUR/CHF 1.20 floor and
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further cut the deposit rate to -0.75%, taking
markets by surprise. Immediately following
the announcement, the CHF rallied by appro-
ximately 30% against USD and EUR and by
the end of January stabilized somewhat (with
high volatility) at a ca 10-15% gain. While
the SNB emphasized the decision was taken
independently from the prospect of an expan-
sion of the European Central Bank's (ECB)
quantitative easing (QE) program expected
for 22 January 2015, the timing suggested a
connection. The ECB indeed widened its QE
program from EUR 10 billion per month to
EUR 60 billion and included sovereign bonds
into the universe of asset purchases, with the
amount exceeding market expectations.
Purchases are scheduled to run until at least
September 2016, with a potential extension
depending on inflation developments, bringing
annualized asset purchases to 7.2% of GDP,
compared to the Fed's third QE program equi-
valent of 5.8% of GDP annualized.

Three days later, on 25 January 2015, Syriza,
the radical left-wing, anti-austerity party won
the Greek elections, immediately reversing
some of the terms agreed under the bailout
program with the Troika, including scrapping
the privatization of certain infrastructure as-
sets. With Greece needing more financing
throughout 2015 and the challenging prospect
of finding a compromise that matches Troika
and Greek government expectations, the risks
of a potential Greek sovereign default and a
potential "Grexit" moved back into the spot-
light. While private sector exposure to the
Greek sovereign and Greek banks is relatively
small, Portugal, Italy and Spain (and potenti-
ally more Eurozone members) are exposed to
contagion risk.

Outlook

For the past six years, Partners Group has
had a conservative economic outlook and for
the past year we have become more cautious
with regard to our financial market or "asset-

flation" scenario. The above-mentioned deve-
lopments further emphasize our views of be-
low-trend growth and increased market and
exchange rate volatility, although a geyser of
central bank liquidity should put a floor be-
neath asset prices.

Global growth is still expected to be restrained
in the new year. While the US economy seems
to have decoupled somewhat from the rest of
the world, growth should still remain below
the pre-crisis trend as the stronger US dollar,
lackluster global growth and the prospect of
potential monetary tightening by the Fed
should weigh on confidence and investment
activity. In the Eurozone, sticky unemploy-
ment, sluggish private demand and delevera-
ging in many private and public sectors are
exacerbated by the threat of deflation and an
escalation of tensions with Russia. Growth
expectations in the emerging markets are also
weakening. Particularly oil-exporting countries
and countries with high oil-related fiscal reve-
nues are facing difficult times (e.g. Russia,
Venezuela, Nigeria). Despite some near-term
obstacles, the medium-term perspective for
emerging market economies is still favorable,
as the secular trends of urbanization and the
rise of the middle class remain intact.

Capital markets are likely to remain detached
from economic fundamentals. As central bank
liquidity continues to flood the market from
the ECB, Bank of Japan (BoJ) and even some
emerging market central banks, investors'
need to deploy cash should continue to provi-
de a lower boundary to pricing. Simultaneous-
ly, an increase in volatility is very likely and
downside risk significant, as many unresolved
obstacles deteriorate further and monetary
and exchange rate policy changes may take
markets by surprise (as with the SNB in Janu-
ary). As long as prices remain high, financial
sponsors will look to capitalize on current
conditions and take the opportunity to exit
portfolio companies either via the public
markets or through trade sales. Strong fun-
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draising and investment activity, coupled with
a large number of unrealized private equity-
owned companies, will likely result in a persis-
tently high frequency of sponsor-to-sponsor
transactions.

Sources: mergermarket (January 2015); Preqin (January 2015);
Ernst & Young (January 2015); CBA (January 2015); Partners
Group Research
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Strong NAV growth of 13.2% in 2014

Princess' audited net asset value (NAV) incre-
ased by a strong 13.2% to EUR 8.58 per
share over the year, adjusted for the total di-
vidend of EUR 0.54 per share distributed in
2014.

The largest contributors to NAV growth in
2014 were Princess' direct investments.
Overall, net revaluation developments during
the reporting period amounted to +13.4%
and were based on solid earnings results of
the Company's underlying portfolio compa-
nies. For instance, the last twelve months saw
the 50 largest portfolio companies, represen-
ting 51.0% of NAV, achieve weighted revenue
and earnings (EBITDA) growth of 11.2% and
10.1%, respectively. Over the reporting peri-
od, Partners Group has continued to work
closely with its portfolio companies in execu-
ting value creation initiatives. Several portfolio
companies have already achieved tangible
results, with the direct investments in Multi-

Plan, Fermaca, and Action amongst those
companies which were written-up.

MultiPlan■

MultiPlan, a US-based provider of transaction
based solutions to healthcare operators was
revalued upward as a result of its strong finan-
cial performance over the reporting period.
The performance was above the corresponding
prior year period and also outperformed fore-
cast, partly driven by the higher value of
claims received. In addition, MultiPlan acqui-
red Medical Audit Review Solutions (MARS),
a company that develops analytics and clini-
cally-driven processes to identify wasteful or
abusive bills and resolve them before payment
is made. The addition of MARS is expected to
extend MultiPlan's product portfolio.

Fermaca■

In December, Fermaca was awarded the El
Encino – La Laguna natural gas pipeline pro-

INVESTMENT MANAGER’S REPORT3
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ject by Mexico's state-owned electric utility,
Comisión Federal de Electricidad. Contracted
under a USD-denominated, 25-year ship-or-
pay contract, the project comprises construc-
ting and operating a 433km pipeline that is
designed to transport up to 1'500 million cubic
feet of natural gas a day. To facilitate the
build-out of the pipeline platform, Fermaca
raised additional equity funding from inves-
tors. Partners Group wrote up Fermaca's va-
luation to reflect the price at which the asset
had recently transacted in the market.

Action■

Over the course of 2014, Action, a leading
Dutch non-food discount retailer, continued
to display robust financial performance. The
Dutch retailer remains committed to its store
expansion plans by accelerating store ope-
nings and thereby focusing on countries outsi-
de of the Netherlands.

Fourteen new direct investments closed

Within 2014, Princess deployed EUR 75.2
million directly to seven new direct private
equity and seven new direct private debt in-
vestments bringing the allocation to direct
investments to 56.1% of NAV compared to
39.0% at the end of 2013. Overall, the total
investment activity amounted to EUR 85.9
million with the investment level increasing
to 85.9% of NAV, up from 70.7% at the start
of the year. In the fourth quarter of 2014,
Princess completed the new direct private
equity investment in Varsity Brands and made
add-on investments in the direct infrastructure
company Fermaca (as mentioned above) and
the direct private debt investment Capital-
Spring. All seven direct private debt invest-
ments acquired in 2014 have a combined ca-
pital weighted target IRR of 11.7%.

Varsity Brands■

In December, Princess completed a new direct
investment in Varsity Brands, a leading manu-
facturer, marketer and distributor of a range
of sports and affinity products to K-12 and
college students, primarily in the US. The in-
vestment amounts to EUR 5.4 million and was
made through its commitment to Partners
Group Direct Investments 2012 EUR, partially
funded through earlier capital calls. The com-
pany is the market leader for the majority of
its products, commanding a market share that
is significantly larger than its closest competi-
tor. Its combined sales amount to over USD
1.2 billion and Varsity Brands employs the
largest "K-through-College" sales force, with
more than 1'000 sales professionals dedicated
to providing products and services to the
school and institutional markets. Going for-
ward, Partners Group intends to assist the
company in its international expansion and in
the execution of add-on acquisitions.

CapitalSpring■

In October, the program made an add-on in-
vestment in CapitalSpring Finance Company.
CapitalSpring is a US government-supported
small business specialty financing company
that lends to franchisees of quick-service re-
staurants. Princess initially invested in Capital-
Spring in the third quarter of 2013, to support
the company's portfolio growth, support origi-
nations and provide additional working capital.
The company's loan portfolio is diversified
across geographies, brands, franchise con-
cepts as well as obligors, and has a low histo-
rical principal loss rate. CapitalSpring conti-
nues to be an attractive investment, given
the company's expertise in the niche quick-
service restaurant lending market.
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Total dividend of EUR 0.54 per share paid
to investors

Princess paid investors a total dividend of EUR
0.54 per share via two interim dividends, or
EUR 37.3 million overall in 2014. This transla-
ted to an annualized dividend yield of 6.3%
based on the NAV per share as of 31 Decem-
ber 2014, or an annualized dividend yield of
7.7% based on the closing price of EUR 6.97
on the London Stock Exchange at the end of
the year.

Also going forward Princess intends to pay
dividends with an annual aggregate of 5-8%
of NAV per share. The Board of Directors is
confident that the strong dividend yield on
offer will further enhance the attractiveness
of Princess to potential and existing investors
alike.

High level of distributions in an attractive
exit environment

In 2014, Princess received distribution pro-
ceeds from investments of EUR 73.3 million.
The main contributor to distributions over the
reporting period was Princess' legacy third
party fund portfolio, which continued to gene-
rate a high volume of exits from mature un-
derlying portfolio companies.

A number of Princess' direct investments also
contributed to the high level of distributions.
For example, Education Publisher 2, Strategic
Partners and CCM Pharma.

Education Publisher 2■

In the fourth quarter of 2014, Education Pu-
blisher 2, an international provider of high-
quality educational materials, in digital, print
and hybrid formats, made a dividend payment
to its investors. The dividend was funded from
the cash balances of its subsidiary, arising
from the company's focus on cost savings and

an operational shift to asset-light digital pro-
ducts.

Strategic Partners■

During the fourth quarter of 2014, Princess
received proceeds from Strategic Partners, a
US-based manufacturer and marketer of uni-
forms and footwear. The distribution was
funded by an increase in Strategic Partners'
credit facility and cash on the company's ba-
lance sheet. The additional credit facility was
accompanied by more favorable terms such
as lower interest rates and a longer maturity.
Including previous realizations, the investment
has now returned nearly the entire invested
capital.

CCM Pharma■

CCM Pharma, a UK pharmaceutical firm, refi-
nanced its debt with an all-senior debt struc-
ture and repaid the mezzanine loan provided
by the Program. The proceeds from the newly
issued senior term loans were also used to
fund a dividend payment to existing sharehol-
ders, including Princess. The return on the
mezzanine investment was enhanced due to
the agreed prepayment penalty, while the
equity investment in the company remains
outstanding.

In addition, Princess received deferred recei-
vables of EUR 51.4 million in cash in March
2014, relating to the sale of partnership inte-
rests in the secondary market in 2012. Under
the deferred payment structure a further EUR
54.4 million is due to be received in Septem-
ber 2015.

An undrawn EUR 50 million multicurrency
credit facility remains available to address
short-term funding needs if and when requi-
red. As a result, the Company holds sufficient
liquidity to fund new direct investments and
the ongoing return of capital to shareholders
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through semi-annual dividend payments and
opportunistic share buybacks.

Price-to-NAV discount

The discount to NAV for Princess narrowed
over the course of 2014 and stands at
18.8%, compared with -22.1% at the end of
2013, reflecting the encouraging progress with
the repositioning of the portfolio.

Development of unfunded commitments

As of 31 December 2014, Princess' total un-
funded commitments amounted to EUR 165.0
million of which EUR 111.1 million related
to Partners Group Direct Investments 2012
EUR, Partners Group Direct Mezzanine 2011
and new direct investments in closing.

Unfunded commitments to Princess' legacy
fund portfolio amounted to EUR 53.9 million
and 64.8% of these unfunded commitments
stemmed from funds with vintage year 2006
or older, many of which have already comple-
ted their investment period and are unlikely
to call down any further capital. No new third
party fund commitments are being made un-
der the policy of focusing on direct transacti-
ons.

Outlook

Partners Group believes that careful selection,
a thorough comprehension of industry specific
dynamics and value creations initiatives are
keys to success in the current environment.
Partners Group intends to overweigh non-cy-
clical, defensive or niche markets where it will
be able to create value by growing acquired
assets internationally through its global plat-
form and broad relationship network.

Examples within Princess' portfolio would be
Hofmann Menue Manufaktur, Universal Ser-
vices of Amercia or Permotio International
Learning.

Hofmann Menue Manufaktur, a producer and
supplier of customized frozen food products
to small business canteens and social organi-
zations such as retirement homes, hospitals
and schools in Germany, successfully entered
the Swiss market in November 2014 through
the acquisition of a small catering company
from which Hofmann Menue Manufaktur will
systematically roll out its offering in Switzer-
land.

Universal Services of America is a provider of
diversified security services to building mana-
gement companies across the US. The compa-
ny was written up in 2014 based on strong
financial figures, arising from both strong ac-
quisition activity since Partners Group's invest-
ment and organic growth.

Permotio International Learning was formed
in Q2 2013 to create a leading international
private schools group through a "buy & build"
strategy and already successfully acquired its
first European school in Q2 2014.

After the end of the reporting period, Princess
agreed to invest in Dynacast, a US-headquar-
tered manufacturer of small, highly complex
precision engineered die cast and metal injec-
tion molded components made of zinc, alumi-
num, magnesium, stainless steel, titanium
and copper, with 23 manufacturing plants in
16 countries. The deal funded in January 2015
and fits well into the strategy of growing mid-
market leaders internationally, identifying in-
vestments with strong downside protection
and investing in future growth.

For its mezzanine investments Partners Group
sees relative value in the mid-cap space glo-
bally, especially in situations such as acquisi-
tions where creative structures are required
to support growth strategies.

Therefore, in December 2014, Princess com-
mitted to provide add-on financing to Sabre
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Industries, in support of its planned acquisiti-
on of a competitor. Sabre's acquisition of its
competitor is envisaged to increase revenues
through cross-selling opportunities, as well
as provide cost synergies by streamlining
manufacturing operations. The transaction is
anticipated to close in the first quarter of
2015. In 2012, Princess first invested in the
mezzanine debt of Sabre, a manufacturer of
engineered structures for the power and wire-
less markets, in support of its acquisition by
Kohlberg & Company.

Distributions are anticipated to continue from
Princess' mature legacy fund portfolio which
continues to generate strong cash flows.
While facilitating new direct investments such
as Dynacast or Sabre Industries, these distri-
butions are also expected to fund future divi-
dend payments. Overall, the Investment Ma-
nager remains confident that the dividend
policy and the continued transition towards
direct investments will enhance value for the
company's shareholders.

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION

Increased allocation to direct
investments

At 56%, the largest allocation in the Compa-
ny's portfolio as of the end of 2014 was to
direct investments, up from 39% as of the
end of the previous year. The allocation to
primary fund investments decreased to 41%
as of year-end 2014 (2013: 57%). The port-
folio's allocation to secondary investments
decreased by 1% to 3%.

Small- and mid-cap exposure increases
by 3 percentage points

The allocation to small- and mid-cap invest-
ments rose by 3 percentage points in 2014 to
46% of the portfolio. The allocation to the
large- and mega-large-cap buyout segment
increased to 18% as of year-end 2014 (2013:

15%). The share of venture capital (8%) and
growth (4%) investments in the portfolio de-
creased to 12% at the end of 2014 from 16%
at the end of 2013, reflecting realizations from
the mature venture capital portfolio. The allo-
cation of the portfolio to the mezzanine and
special situations sector decreased each by 1
percentage point versus the previous year
and stand at 11% and 13% respectively.

Regional allocation broadly unchanged

The geographical exposure of the Princess
portfolio by value at the end of 2014 was split
between Europe (48% against 45% in 2013),
North America (unchanged against 35% in 2013),
and Asia & Rest of World (17% against 20%
in 2013).

Diversified portfolio by industry sectors

The Princess portfolio is broadly diversified
across a range of industries. The highest allo-
cations are to the industrials (25%), consumer
discretionary (22%), healthcare (16%), finan-
cial (11%) and information technology (8%)
sectors, which together represented 82% of
the NAV as of the end of 2014.

Well-balanced split by investment year

The maturity of the Princess portfolio is further
underpinned by a healthy level of diversifica-
tion across investment years. Around 28% of
Princess' current investments were made be-
fore 2009. These portfolio companies have
been developed in the past years in readiness
for exiting over the next few years.
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PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION4
.

INVESTMENTS BY TRANSACTION TYPEINVESTMENTS BY REGIONAL FOCUS

Secondary
  3%

Primary
  41%

Direct
  56%

Asia-Pacific
  8%

Rest of World
  9%

North America
  35%

Europe
  48%

PORTFOLIO ASSETS BY INVESTMENT
YEAR

PORTFOLIO ASSETS BY INDUSTRY
SECTOR

2014
  24%

2013
  12%

2012
  12% 2011

  13%

2010
  6%

2009
  5%

2008
  5%

2007
  13%

2006
  2%

2005
  1%

2004
  1%

2003
  2%

2002
  1%2001

  1%
2000
  2%

IT
  8%Consumer

staples
  7%

Financial
  11%

Energy
  5%

Healthcare
  16% Materials

  4%

Consumer
discr.
  22%

Telecom
  2%

Industrial
  25%

INVESTMENTS BY FINANCING CATEGORY

Growth
  4%

Venture capital
  8%

Mezzanine
  11%

Special situations
  13%

Large/mega
-large-cap
  18%

Small/Mid-cap
  46%
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DEVELOPMENT OF NET CASH FLOWS

NAV DEVELOPMENT
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VALUATION METRICS OF THE LARGEST UNDERLYING PORTFOLIO COMPANIES*

Asset allocation as per the reporting date; the portfolio composition may change over time.

*As per the reporting date and based on available information. Valuation and performance metrics are weighted averages based on the value of the portfolio
companies in the latest valuation report; the largest portfolio companies on a look through basis exclude fully realized investments and distressed debt
investments; Debt /EBITDA ratio based on net debt.

The above allocations are provided for additional investor information only and do not necessarily constitute nor are necessarily managed as separate
reportable segments by the Investment Manager, the Investment Advisor and Company.

"Investments" refers to the value of investments (beginning of chapter).
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PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW5
Direct Investments

% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment
year

Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

4.6%27'408'16517'500'4362014Large/mega-large-capNAMHealthcareMultiPlan

3.6%21'073'63618'586'5832014Small/Mid-capWEUIndustrialsVAT Vakuumventile AG

3.2%19'254'5971'078'8272011Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionaryAction

3.0%17'666'7859'514'7982012Small/Mid-capNAMIndustrialsUniversal Services of America

2.6%15'343'04814'593'3732014Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer staplesHofmann Menue Manufaktur

2.3%13'931'18712'056'4542014Special situationsROWEnergyFermaca

2.1%12'483'593n.a.2012Small/Mid-capAPCIndustrialsFermo (Trimco International)

n.a.n.a.7'685'8042013MezzanineWEUConsumer staplesCaffe Nero

1.4%8'485'5395'680'3302012Small/Mid-capWEUFinancialsGlobal Blue

1.3%7'779'6525'349'3072007Large/mega-large-capNAMIndustrialsInformation service company

1.3%7'685'1567'711'8752013Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcareAcino Holding AG

1.3%7'603'3475'970'4442006Large/mega-large-capWEUFinancialsAWAS Aviation Holding

1.2%7'110'9027'110'9022014Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcareVoyage Care

1.1%6'418'1044'070'3072011MezzanineWEUIndustrialsSecuritas Direct 2011

1.1%6'330'5352'435'4592007MezzanineWEUConsumer discretionaryPlantasjen ASA

0.9%5'507'3885'507'3882014Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer discretionaryVarsity Brands

0.9%5'443'5635'443'5632014Small/Mid-capWEUMaterialsKerneos

0.8%4'632'4242'638'3742007Large/mega-large-capNAMIndustrialsFood company 1

0.7%4'335'715n.a.2007MezzanineWEUMaterialsEssmann

n.a.n.a.n.a.2013Small/Mid-capAPCTelecommunication servicesCSS Corp Technologies (Mauritius) Limited

0.7%4'114'3443'140'1982011Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer discretionaryBarBri

0.7%4'029'1382'686'6892013Large/mega-large-capNAMFinancialsLancelot

0.7%4'025'1504'040'6742013GrowthWEUConsumer discretionaryPermotio International Learning S.à r.l.

0.6%3'850'8653'601'2592013Special situationsWEUIndustrialsCPA Global

0.5%3'072'6053'594'9622007Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareUniversal Hospital Services, Inc.

0.5%2'960'1092'832'9152014Special situationsNAMTelecommunication servicesSouth Dakota Systems

0.5%2'870'792409'3832013Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer discretionaryEducation publisher 2

0.4%2'663'4112'308'4072011Special situationsWEUITPhotonis

0.4%2'620'8262'620'8262013GrowthROWConsumer discretionaryGrupo SBF

0.4%2'581'8602'240'3952013MezzanineNAMFinancialsCapitalSpring Finance Company

0.4%2'450'0956'100'7072008Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer discretionaryUS entertainment company

0.4%2'249'282119'6032012Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer discretionaryStrategic Partners, Inc.

0.4%2'219'134593'1172008Large/mega-large-capWEUHealthcareConvaTec Inc

0.3%2'055'3334'317'5602011Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionaryProject Icon

0.3%2'002'6743'877'8882013GrowthWEUConsumer discretionarySoftonic
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Direct Investments
% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment

year
Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

0.3%1'972'5761'374'3892006Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer staplesFood and beverage services operator

0.3%1'927'353525'3252007Small/Mid-capROWConsumer discretionaryDirect marketing and sales company

0.2%1'459'067951'3502007Small/Mid-capWEUIndustrialsSchenck Process GmbH

n.a.n.a.n.a.2014MezzanineWEUIndustrialsMegadyne

0.2%1'382'0601'167'0192013MezzanineWEUHealthcareProject Artemis

n.a.n.a.n.a.2011MezzanineAPCConsumer discretionaryQuick Service Restaurant Holdings

0.2%1'368'593984'5182012MezzanineWEUHealthcareBSN medical 2012

n.a.n.a.1'249'9962014MezzanineWEUConsumer staplesLabeyrie

0.2%1'283'6072'558'1792008Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer discretionaryMedia and communications company

0.2%1'277'3541'440'0192007Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionaryDelsey Group

0.2%1'211'5561'168'9962014MezzanineWEUTelecommunication servicesM7

0.2%1'184'317883'3912013MezzanineNAMConsumer staplesProject Heron

0.2%1'175'780805'8032007Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer discretionaryUnivision Communications, Inc.

0.2%1'174'5321'090'7532013MezzanineWEUEnergyQinterra

0.2%1'093'6151'215'1282007Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer discretionaryFashion company

0.2%1'052'0933'227'0912011Small/Mid-capWEUIndustrialsProject Sun

0.2%978'1391'401'7872006Large/mega-large-capNAMITFreescale Semiconductor, Inc.

0.2%970'137-131'9652008Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareMedical diagnostic company

0.2%933'322740'4102012MezzanineNAMConsumer discretionarySavers, Inc.

0.2%902'060616'5622012MezzanineNAMIndustrialsSabre Industries

0.2%899'4461'569'4482006Small/Mid-capAPCConsumer discretionarySuper A-Mart

0.1%877'270575'4212012MezzanineNAMIndustrialsAurora Casket

0.1%821'528977'6372008Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareMedical device company 1

0.1%724'5571'726'2572007Large/mega-large-capNAMITTelecommunication company

0.1%705'503509'9072012MezzanineWEUIndustrialsenergy research and consulting firm

0.1%670'764325'6002007Large/mega-large-capNAMIndustrialsService company

0.1%646'891612'0812008Large/mega-large-capAPCUtilitiesIndian communications company

0.1%509'688617'7172008Small/Mid-capROWConsumer staplesKofola S.A.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010GrowthROWConsumer discretionaryGrupo Santillana

0.1%392'349217'5902010Small/Mid-capWEUIndustrialsKaffee Partner AG

0.1%324'731235'3122012Small/Mid-capWEUEnergyActeon Group, Ltd.

0.1%305'641184'1212010Special situationsNAMFinancialsChronos Life Group

n.a.n.a.-289'6272006Large/mega-large-capWEUIndustrialsAvio Holding S.p.A

0.0%256'381114'8212009GrowthWEUITSoftware Developer

0.0%216'02676'3382010Small/Mid-capAPCConsumer staplesMeat producer

0.0%194'754179'3912010Small/Mid-capROWConsumer staplesCasadoce Industria e Comercio de Alimentos S.A.

0.0%184'1881'429'3892007Large/mega-large-capNAMIndustrialsEXCO Resources, Inc.

0.0%136'06772'0702010Small/Mid-capROWConsumer staplesFood Company 3
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Direct Investments
% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment

year
Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

0.0%133'004117'0712012Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionaryHunter Boot Ltd

0.0%121'48873'7642011Large/mega-large-capNAMEnergyProject Power Play

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010GrowthAPCIndustrialsSaehwa International Machinery Corporation

0.0%117'931-549'6812006Large/mega-large-capWEUConsumer discretionaryThe Nielsen Company

0.0%106'326-176'7602013MezzanineWEUHealthcareCCM Pharma

0.0%97'210162'0172008GrowthAPCIndustrialsET Solar Group Corp.

0.0%80'388111'9902011GrowthAPCIndustrialsBCH

0.0%73'520-180'4622005Special situationsNAMConsumer discretionaryAOT Bedding Super Holdings LLC

n.a.n.a.n.a.2007Small/Mid-capNAMIndustrialsRoadLink Holdings, Inc.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010Special situationsNAMFinancialsProject Spring

0.0%10'217-44'1872010Special situationsWEUFinancialsProject Phoenix

0.0%8'358-314'6712009MezzanineNAMHealthcareSurgery Partners

0.0%0356'8422010Special situationsROWEnergySan Antonio Internacional Ltd

0.0%0919'1062007Small/Mid-capNAMIndustrialsIndustrial gas containment company

0.0%0182'2042009GrowthAPCMaterialsChina Forestry Holdings Co. Ltd.

0.0%037'6392007Small/Mid-capAPCHealthcareDiagnostic imaging company

           290'055'170219'899'935Total direct investments

The portfolio’s holdings are ranked by percentage of net asset value. Some names and figures (marked "n.a.") may not be disclosed for confidentiality reasons. Furthermore, some investments have been made through Partners Group
pooling vehicles at no additional fees. The portfolio overview of Princess has been prepared on a look through basis, although the audited consolidated statement of financial position includes the valuation of certain Partners Group
investment vehicles. Residual cost is the initial investment cost after receipt of distributions from such an investment until the end of the reporting period.
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Fund investments
% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded

commitments
Vintage

year
Financing categoryRegional focusInvestment

2.6%15'664'0832'195'8702008Special situationsWEUPartners Group Global Real Estate 2008 LP

2.1%12'433'75179'5472006Large/mega-large-capWEUTerra Firma Capital Partners III, L.P.

1.4%8'382'0591'266'8972008Special situationsNAMAres Corporate Opportunities Fund III, L.P.

1.3%7'580'361788'5702007Small/Mid-capWEUAnonymized European Buyout Fund 7

1.1%6'717'540490'0672006Small/Mid-capWEUQuadriga Capital Private Equity Fund III, L.P.

1.1%6'703'6591'043'5262006Small/Mid-capWEUGMT Communications Partners III, L.P.

1.1%6'693'564410'2162006Small/Mid-capWEU3i Eurofund Vb

1.1%6'425'313n.a.2007Small/Mid-capWEUAugust Equity Partners II A, L.P.

1.1%6'359'616570'1942008Venture capitalROWAnonymized Emerging Markets Venture Fund 2

1.0%5'843'8511'026'7462005Small/Mid-capNAMSterling Investment Partners II, L.P.

0.9%5'565'818914'9772007Special situationsNAMMatlinPatterson Global Opportunities Partners III

0.9%5'562'41302000Venture capitalROWPitango Venture Capital Fund III

0.9%5'416'0191'512'2532000Venture capitalNAMINVESCO Venture Partnership Fund II-A, L.P.

0.9%5'319'2582'086'3942000Small/Mid-capNAMINVESCO U.S. Buyout Partnership Fund II, L.P.

0.8%4'789'3352'796'2381999Venture capitalNAMINVESCO Venture Partnership Fund II, L.P.

0.7%4'243'89401999Small/Mid-capWEUPalamon European Equity 'C', L.P.

0.7%4'200'45919'7912005Large/mega-large-capWEUCandover 2005 Fund, L.P.

0.7%4'166'4871'639'1602006MezzanineWEUICG European Fund 2006, L.P.

0.7%4'126'49177'4472005Small/Mid-capWEUAksia Capital III, L.P.

0.7%4'059'3251'924'4122006Special situationsNAMAres Corporate Opportunities Fund II, L.P.

0.5%3'178'561390'3891998Small/Mid-capNAMFenway Partners Capital Fund II, L.P.

0.5%2'956'715599'6412006Venture capitalNAMSV Life Sciences Fund IV, L.P.

0.4%2'530'548220'1572007Large/mega-large-capROWAdvent Latin American Private Equity Fund IV, L.P.

0.4%2'484'55595'9502008Small/Mid-capWEUAdvent International GPE VI, L.P.

0.4%2'463'17702000Venture capitalNAMDraper Fisher Jurvetson Fund VII, L.P.

0.4%2'422'42602000Venture capitalROWCarmel Software Fund (Cayman), L.P.

0.4%2'333'299235'8842008Special situationsNAMAlinda Infrastructure Parallel Fund II, L.P.

0.4%2'226'152404'1902005MezzanineNAMThe Peninsula Fund IV, L.P.

0.4%2'204'748120'6182000Venture capitalNAMColumbia Capital Equity Partners III (Cayman), LP

n.a.n.a.n.a.2007Small/Mid-capROWPatria - Brazilian Private Equity Fund III, L.P

0.4%2'141'22001998MezzanineNAMLevine Leichtman Capital Partners II, L.P.

0.3%2'062'3231'431'6822005MezzanineNAMOCM Mezzanine Fund II, L.P.

0.3%1'992'91502007Special situationsWEUPenta CLO I S.A..

0.3%1'935'48902008GrowthWEUIndex Ventures Growth I (Jersey), L.P.

0.3%1'752'14202000Venture capitalNAMMenlo Ventures IX, L.P.

0.3%1'746'753318'3242009Large/mega-large-capNAMClayton, Dubilier & Rice Fund VIII, L.P.

0.3%1'661'243201'4412007Special situationsWEUInnisfree PFI Secondary Fund

0.3%1'634'976308'2112008Small/Mid-capWEUAnonymized European Buyout Fund 3
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Fund investments
% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded

commitments
Vintage

year
Financing categoryRegional focusInvestment

0.3%1'606'50219'4752007Small/Mid-capROWSouthern Cross Latin America PE Fund III

0.3%1'534'16321'9522007Small/Mid-capAPCNavis Asia Fund V, L.P.

0.2%1'475'457175'8742008Special situationsWEUEQT Infrastructure (No.1) Limited Partnership

0.2%1'422'35102000Small/Mid-capROWExxel Capital Partners VI, L.P.

0.2%1'348'028175'6412007Small/Mid-capROWRussia Partners III, L.P.

0.2%1'327'780118'9972000Venture capitalNAMVortex Corporate Development Fund, L.P.

0.2%1'309'27002007GrowthWEUVentizz Capital Fund IV, L.P.

0.2%1'229'850228'8262007Small/Mid-capAPCBaring Asia Private Equity Fund IV, L.P.

0.2%1'173'46201998Venture capitalWEUSV Life Sciences Fund II, L.P.

0.2%1'113'728264'2892007Large/mega-large-capAPCCVC Capital Partners Asia Pacific III, L.P.

0.2%1'113'180217'1702008Special situationsWEUPerusa Partners 1, L.P.

0.2%1'013'02602000Large/mega-large-capWEUPermira Europe II, L.P.

0.2%1'010'667545'2522000Venture capitalNAMLightspeed Venture Partners VI, L.P.

0.2%983'175707'1432008GrowthWEUSummit Partners Europe Private Equity Fund, L.P.

0.2%978'53970'5012008Small/Mid-capWEUNmas1 Private Equity Fund II, L.P.

0.2%942'07799'9352008Small/Mid-capWEUHitecVision V, L.P.

0.2%924'21101999Venture capitalWEUEuropean Equity Partners (III), L.P.

0.2%922'89399'5982008Venture capitalWEUSofinnova Capital VI FCPR

0.1%869'721557'9292001Small/Mid-capNAMAmerican Securities Partners III, L.P.

0.1%849'13594'8272009Small/Mid-capWEUECI 9, L.P.

0.1%844'36850'7952008Small/Mid-capAPCHony Capital Fund 2008, L.P.

0.1%843'988126'2772007Large/mega-large-capAPCTPG Asia V, L.P.

0.1%840'1442'090'3091996Special situationsNAMPartners Group SPP1 Limited

0.1%839'78802000GrowthNAMSummit Ventures VI, L.P.

0.1%784'485463'0482007Large/mega-large-capAPCAnonymized Asian Buyout Fund 3

0.1%777'578752'0202000Small/Mid-capNAMBlackstone Communications Partners I, L.P.

0.1%699'273482'8182008Special situationsAPCStandard Chartered IL&FS Asia Infra Growth Fund

0.1%693'79996'8091997Small/Mid-capWEUDoughty Hanson & Co. Fund III, L.P.

0.1%690'98102007Small/Mid-capROWAbris CEE Mid-Market Fund, L.P.

0.1%679'805106'3702007Large/mega-large-capAPCAffinity Asia Pacific Fund III, L.P.

0.1%675'427220'1572009Large/mega-large-capROWAdvent Latin American Private Equity Fund V, L.P.

0.1%653'735598'1431999Small/Mid-capWEUSegulah II, L.P.

0.1%649'5061'419'0481999Small/Mid-capWEUIndustri Kapital 2000, L.P.

0.1%641'6573'276'1462001MezzanineNAMTCW/Crescent Mezzanine Partners III, L.P.

0.1%633'064296'6912008GrowthROWEnterprise Venture Fund I, L.P.

0.1%593'142915'5832000Large/mega-large-capNAMProvidence Equity Partners IV, L.P.

0.1%586'535170'5062008Small/Mid-capROWAdvent Central & Eastern Europe IV, L.P.

0.1%554'465191'3542011Small/Mid-capWEUAstorg V FCPR
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Fund investments
% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded

commitments
Vintage

year
Financing categoryRegional focusInvestment

0.1%549'089110'3432009Small/Mid-capROWHelios Investors II, L.P.

0.1%531'75638'8952008Venture capitalAPCSBCVC Fund III, L.P.

0.1%530'80824'7552007Venture capitalWEUDFJ Esprit Capital III, L.P.

0.1%522'80023'7772008GrowthAPCIDG-Accel China Capital Fund

0.1%506'044249'1862011Small/Mid-capWEUMontagu IV LP

0.1%499'04401999Small/Mid-capWEUQuadriga Capital Private Equity Fund II, L.P.

0.1%494'6701'8352007Small/Mid-capAPCIndium III (Mauritius) Holdings Limited

0.1%487'073132'4592005Small/Mid-capROWProject GIH/Baring Asia

0.1%480'22546'9732007Small/Mid-capNAMBehrman Capital IV, L.P.

0.1%467'2405'4502007Venture capitalAPCAnonymized Asian Venture Fund 1

0.1%456'676150'6362011Special situationsNAMCenterbridge Capital Partners II, L.P.

0.1%456'40450'3462007Small/Mid-capWEUAXA LBO Fund IV

0.1%451'97861'4182009Special situationsNAMOaktree Principal Fund V (Cayman) Ltd.

0.1%451'988150'5942010Small/Mid-capROWSouthern Cross Latin America PE Fund IV

n.a.n.a.90'4002010Special situationsNAMMarlin Equity III, L.P.

0.1%443'672175'5072009Small/Mid-capAPCIndium IV (Mauritius) Holdings Limited

0.1%426'943462'3512010Special situationsNAMSearchlight Capital PV, L.P.

0.1%424'77187'0312011Small/Mid-capAPCBaring Asia Private Equity Fund V, L.P.

0.1%423'814253'6052010Special situationsNAMComvest Investment Partners IV-A, L.P.

0.1%423'744351'4032008Large/mega-large-capROWGP Capital Partners V, L.P.

0.1%399'80002004Venture capitalWEUEuropean Equity Partners (IV), L.P.

0.1%386'72451'5372007Small/Mid-capAPCArcher Capital Fund 4, L.P.

0.1%354'67057'8412007Large/mega-large-capNAMAnonymized US Buyout Fund 8

0.1%354'54740'6682006Small/Mid-capWEUProject Dome EU Buyout

0.1%328'047192'6932008Special situationsWEUValue Enhancement Partners Special Sit. Fund I

0.1%320'08029'1092000GrowthWEUEsprit Capital I Fund, L.P.

0.1%318'96502006Special situationsNAMFirst Reserve Fund XI, L.P.

0.1%316'18135'7282008Special situationsAPCIDFC Private Equity (Mauritius) Fund III

0.1%312'878132'8522008MezzanineAPCIntermediate Capital Asia Pacific Fund 2008, L.P.

0.1%309'30202007GrowthAPCChrysCapital V, LLC

0.1%300'987113'7912008GrowthAPCCarlyle Asia Growth Partners IV, L.P.

0.1%300'06925'7142009GrowthAPCCDH Fund IV, L.P.

0.0%296'547497'9652012Small/Mid-capWEUQuadriga Capital Private Equity Fund IV L.P.

0.0%295'52242'1092009GrowthAPCCapital Today China Growth Fund II, L.P.

0.0%294'33080'8272007Small/Mid-capROWDLJ SAP International, LLC

0.0%262'801139'4862008Special situationsNAMH.I.G. Bayside Debt & LBO Fund II, L.P.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010Small/Mid-capAPCPeepul Capital Fund III, LLC

0.0%252'93202007Large/mega-large-capROWGP Capital Partners IV, L.P.
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Fund investments
% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded

commitments
Vintage

year
Financing categoryRegional focusInvestment

0.0%250'93265'2782007Small/Mid-capAPCPacific Equity Partners Fund IV, L.P.

0.0%250'11902001Small/Mid-capROWAdvent Latin American Private Equity Fund II, L.P.

0.0%240'699120'1402008Large/mega-large-capNAMApollo Overseas Partners (Delaware) VII, L.P.

0.0%228'755139'2742008Small/Mid-capWEUClessidra Capital Partners II

0.0%227'02102000Venture capitalNAMAdvanced Technology Ventures VI, L.P.

0.0%214'12802007Large/mega-large-capNAMWarburg Pincus Private Equity X, L.P.

0.0%207'52631'8252008Small/Mid-capAPCUnison Capital Partners III (B), L.P.

0.0%197'883161'7441999Special situationsWEUDoughty Hanson & Co. European Real Estate Fund

n.a.n.a.10'5682007GrowthAPCNewMargin Growth Fund, L.P.

0.0%196'86914'0422009Small/Mid-capAPCNavis Asia Fund VI, L.P.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010GrowthAPCJiuding China Growth Fund, L.P.

0.0%180'931108'0412012Special situationsWEUApollo European Principal Finance Fund II, L.P.

0.0%178'367163'8712007Small/Mid-capWEULiving Bridge 4 L.P.

0.0%171'31055'8271999Small/Mid-capNAMVestar Capital Partners IV, L.P.

0.0%167'42929'2462006Special situationsWEUStrategic Value Global Opportunities Fund I-A, LP

0.0%166'822107'8262008Special situationsWEUApollo European Principal Finance Fund (Feeder)

0.0%161'76859'7162007Special situationsAPC3i India Infrastructure Fund D L.P.

0.0%160'75353'5762007Large/mega-large-capNAMProject Dome Distressed

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010GrowthAPCKKR China Growth Fund L.P.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2011Small/Mid-capAPCAIF Capital Asia IV, L.P.

0.0%156'8681'466'0971998Small/Mid-capWEUBridgepoint Europe I 'D', L.P.

0.0%141'63701999Venture capitalNAMCatterton Partners IV Offshore, L.P.

0.0%129'414133'4132000Venture capitalNAMAPAX Excelsior VI, L.P.

0.0%129'12402010Special situationsWEUICG EOS Loan Fund I Limited

0.0%128'17155'1562009Special situationsNAMLone Star Real Estate Fund II, L.P.

0.0%124'89802000Venture capitalNAMBattery Ventures VI, L.P.

0.0%122'233262'7202011Small/Mid-capWEUValedo Partners Fund II AB

0.0%122'12323'9882009GrowthAPCSTIC Korea Integrated-Tech New Growth PE Fund

0.0%114'35225'7922009Special situationsNAMLone Star Fund VII, L.P.

0.0%102'81632'9102007Small/Mid-capWEUAnonymized European Buyout Fund 13

0.0%97'03322'9992000Large/mega-large-capNAMTPG Partners III, L.P.

0.0%92'2651'1572007Small/Mid-capAPCAnonymized Asian Buyout Fund 6

0.0%80'56331'6512007Venture capitalAPCSBCVC Fund II-Annex, L.P.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2007GrowthAPCTRG Growth Partnership II, L.P.

0.0%71'375496'7772013Special situationsNAMSun Capital Partners VI, L.P.

0.0%70'43342006GrowthAPCIndia Equity Partners Fund I, LLC

0.0%54'709247'9102000GrowthNAMTA IX, L.P.

0.0%51'0804'4422006Large/mega-large-capNAMApollo Investment Fund VI, L.P.
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Fund investments
% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded

commitments
Vintage

year
Financing categoryRegional focusInvestment

0.0%46'2776'5242008Large/mega-large-capNAMTPG Partners VI, L.P.

0.0%40'2312'0882009Special situationsWEUKelso Place Special Situations Fund L.P.

0.0%38'62712'6721998Small/Mid-capNAMWilliam Blair Capital Partners VI, L.P.

0.0%36'9806'8712005Large/mega-large-capAPCCVC Capital Partners Asia Pacific II, L.P.

0.0%33'50814'1332006Large/mega-large-capAPCCarlyle Japan International Partners II, L.P.

0.0%29'4871'901'5561999Small/Mid-capWEU3i Europartners IIIA, L.P.

0.0%29'29301999Special situationsNAMOCM Opportunities Fund III, L.P.

n.a.n.a.n.a.2005Small/Mid-capAPCTRG Growth Partnership (Cayman), L.P.

0.0%25'119174'5051999MezzanineNAMBlackstone Mezzanine Partners, L.P.

0.0%21'21201999Special situationsWEUColler International Partners III, L.P.

0.0%20'5901'0442003Small/Mid-capWEUCapvis Equity II, L.P.

0.0%18'885785'0482000Small/Mid-capAPCNewbridge Asia III, L.P.

0.0%18'72731'3472005Small/Mid-capWEUAxcel III K / S 2

0.0%7'31302000Small/Mid-capWEUNordic Capital IV, L.P.

0.0%3'06902004Venture capitalAPCAsiaVest Opportunities Fund IV

0.0%840113'0122000Small/Mid-capNAMT3 Partners, L.P.

0.0%6111721998Large/mega-large-capNAMApollo Investment Fund IV, L.P.

0.0%44223'8891999Large/mega-large-capAPCProject Razor

0.0%102006MezzanineWEUAP Investment Europe Limited

0.0%021'4942003Small/Mid-capAPCAffinity Asia Pacific Fund II, L.P.

0.0%002005Special situationsNAMSun Capital Partners IV (Preferred Interest), L.P.

           227'291'61050'623'199Total partnership investments

The portfolio’s holdings are ranked by percentage of net asset value. Some names and figures (marked "n.a.") may not be disclosed for confidentiality reasons. Furthermore, some investments have been made through Partners Group
pooling vehicles at no additional fees. The portfolio overview of Princess has been prepared on a look through basis, although the audited consolidated statement of financial position includes the valuation of certain Partners Group
investment vehicles. Remaining net asset value is the net asset value of primary and secondary investments after receipt of distributions from such investments until the end of the reporting period.
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Princess Private Equity Holding Limited is a
Guernsey-registered private equity holding
company founded in May 1999 that invests
in private market investments. In 1999 Prin-
cess raised USD 700 million through the issue
of a convertible bond and invested the capital
by way of commitments to private equity
partnerships. The convertible bond was con-
verted into shares in December 2006. Con-
currently, the investment guidelines were
amended and the reporting currency changed
from the US dollar to euro. The Princess sha-
res were introduced for trading on the Frank-
furt Stock Exchange (trading symbol: PEY1)
on 13 December 2006 and on the London
Stock Exchange (trading symbol: PEY) on 1
November 2007. Princess consolidated all
trading activity to the London Stock Exchange
on 6 December 2012 and ceased being listed
on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

Princess aims to provide shareholders with
long-term capital growth and an attractive
dividend yield. The Company's investments
are managed on a discretionary basis by

Princess Management Limited, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Partners Group Holding AG, re-
gistered in Guernsey. The Investment Mana-
ger is responsible for, inter alia, selecting,
acquiring and disposing of investments and
carrying out financing and cash management
services.

The Investment Manager is permitted to dele-
gate some or all of its obligations and has
entered into an advisory agreement with
Partners Group AG (the "Investment Advi-
sor"), which is a global private markets invest-
ment management firm with over EUR 37 bil-
lion in investment programs under manage-
ment in private equity, private debt, private
real estate and private infrastructure. Through
the advisory agreement, Princess benefits
from the global presence, the size and experi-
ence of the investment team and relationships
with many of the world's leading private
equity firms.

STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW6
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FACTS AND FIGURES7
.

Princess Private Equity Holding LimitedCompany

EuroCurrency denomination

JPMorgan Cazenove
Numis Securities Ltd.

Joint coporate brokers

Princess intends to pay a dividend of 5-8% p.a. on NAVDividends

No incentive fee on primary investments; 10% incentive fee per secondary
investment; 15% incentive fee per direct investment; subject in each case to
a 8% p.a. preferred return (with catch-up)

Incentive fee

1999Incorporation

London Stock ExchangeListing

1.5% p.a.Management fee

Fully paid-up ordinary registered sharesSecurities

Guernsey Company, Authorized closed-ended fund in GuernseyStructure

WPK: A0M5MA
ISIN: GG00B28C2R28
Trading symbol: PEY
Bloomberg: PEY LN
Reuters: PEY.L

Trading information

Each ordinary registered share represents one voting rightVoting rights
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Brian Human

Brian Human (Chairman) (British, born 1948)
was Director of the Company since November
2003 and an independent Director since De-
cember 2007. He gained a Bachelor of Arts
(Econ) degree from Rhodes University, South
Africa. Brian has been in the finance industry
since graduating in 1971. He emigrated to
England in 1973, joining first Midland Bank
and then Grindlays Bank, which was acquired
by the ANZ Bank in 1992 and then by Stan-
dard Chartered Bank in 2000. He has worked
in Thailand, Hong Kong and Australia as well
as England, Jersey and Guernsey. Prior to
joining Princess in November 2003 he was
head of risk management for Standard Char-
tered Bank (Jersey) Limited, and his previous
posts include managing director of ANZ
Grindlays Bank (Jersey) Limited, managing
director of ANZ Bank Guernsey Limited, Senior
Manager Credit ANZ Bank London, Senior
Manager Business Banking ANZ Melbourne
and general manager of Thailand-based Gene-
ral Finance and Securities Limited.

Richard Battey

Richard Battey (British, born 1952) is a resi-
dent of Guernsey. He is a Non-Executive Di-
rector of a number of investment companies
and funds including AcenciA Debt Strategies
Limited, Better Capital PCC Limited, Juridica
Investments Limited, NB Global Floating Rate
Income Fund Limited and Prospect Japan Fund
Limited. He is a Chartered Accountant having
qualified with Baker Sutton & Co. in London
in 1977. Richard was formerly Chief Financial
Officer of CanArgo Energy Corporation. Prior
to that role he spent 27 years with the
Schroder Group and worked first in London
with J. Henry Schroder Wagg & Co. Limited

and Schroder Investment Management and
then in Guernsey, as a director of Schroders
(C.I.) Limited from April 1994 to December
2004, where he served as Finance Director
and Chief Operating Officer. He was a director
of Pershing Square Holdings, Ltd. and Schro-
der Group Guernsey companies covering
banking, investment management, trusts,
insurance and private equity administration
retiring from his last Schroder directorship in
December 2008.

Henning von der Forst

Henning von der Forst (German, born 1955)
is a member of the Executive Board of Direc-
tors and Chief Investment Officer of Nuernber-
ger Insurance Group. He has been the Chair-
man of the Supervisory Board of Fürst Fugger
Privatbank KG, Augsburg since 2011, and is
a member of the Supervisory Board of various
Nuernberger Group participations, real estate
and investment companies. Prior to this,
Henning worked as a marketing manager at
SBCI Swiss Bank Corporation Investment
Banking and as head of treasury and finance
at VIAG Aktiengesellschaft (E.on today). He
holds a master's degree in business adminis-
tration from the University of Münster.

Fergus Dunlop

Fergus Dunlop (British, born 1958) is a Non-
Executive Director of Schroder Oriental Inco-
me Limited and Aqua Resources Fund Limited.
Between 2002 and 2007 Mr Dunlop joint-ow-
ned and managed an advisory business in
Munich for institutional investors. From 1997
to 2001 he worked in institutional sales with
Mercury Asset Management (later Merrill
Lynch, now BlackRock) in Frankfurt. From
1987 to 1997 he was with SGWarburg/Mercu-
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ry in London, where he managed a joint ven-
ture with Munich Re. Fergus holds a master's
degree in management from Oxford Universi-
ty.

Urs Wietlisbach

Urs Wietlisbach (Swiss, born 1961) is a co-
founded Partners Group in 1996. He is an
executive member of Partners Group Holding
AG's board of directors and chairman of the
markets committee, based in Zug. He was
initially responsible for the firm's partnership
investment activities and instrumental in
building Partners Group's private equity funds
portfolio and a global industry network. Later,
he also focused on business development re-
sponsibilities, first in Europe, and subsequent-
ly in the USA and the Asia-Pacific region. Prior
to founding Partners Group, he was an Execu-
tive Director at Goldman Sachs & Co. where,
after assignments in London and New York,
he was appointed head of the firm's institutio-
nal clients business in Switzerland. Previously,
he was a relationship manager for multinatio-
nal corporate clients at Credit Suisse in New
York and Zurich. He holds a master's degree
in business administration from the University
of St. Gallen (HSG).
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Directors

B. Human (Chairman)
R. Battey
F. Dunlop
H. von der Forst
U. Wietlisbach

Secretary
Dexion Capital (Guernsey) Limited

Registered Office
Tudor House
St. Peter Port
Guernsey
GY1 1BT

The Directors present their report and audited
consolidated financial statements for the peri-
od from 1 January to 31 December 2014.

Incorporation

Princess Private Equity Holding Limited (the
"Company"), Princess Private Equity Subhol-
ding Limited (the "Subholding") and Princess
Direct Investments, L.P. Inc. (the "Sub-Subsi-
diary and together with the Company and
Subholding the "Group") are entities incorpo-
rated and domiciled in Guernsey, Channel Is-
lands.

Principal Activity

The principal activity of the Group is the hol-
ding of investments for the purpose of capital
appreciation. The Investment Manager of the
Company is Princess Management Limited
(the "Investment Manager" or "Designated
Manager") and the Investment Advisor is
Partners Group AG (the "Investment Advi-
sor"), a Swiss limited liability company. The

majority of the Board is independent of the
Investment Manager and the Investment Ad-
visor.

Investment Objectives and Investment
Policy

The Company's investment objective is to
provide shareholders with long-term capital
growth and an attractive dividend yield
through investment in a diversified portfolio
of private equity and private debt investments
which may be classified as private market in-
vestments, with a specific focus on direct in-
vestments. Under the Company's investment
policy, as approved at the Annual General
Meeting dated 12 May 2011, investments may
include, inter alia:

Direct investments: interests in (typically
unlisted) assets and operating companies
(whether held directly or indirectly) and
may include equity, debt or other kinds of
securities.
Fund investments: interests in private in-
vestment funds acquired from other inves-
tors (secondary investments) or through a
commitment to a new fund (primary invest-
ments). Private investment funds may in-
clude vehicles focusing on buyouts, mezza-
nine funding, venture capital and special
situations such as distressed or turnaround
situations, private real estate, private infra-
structure investments, PIPE (private invest-
ments in public equity) transactions and
leveraged debt.
Listed private equity: interests in vehicles
listed on public stock exchanges that invest
in private investment transactions or funds.

To achieve the investment objective, the
Company intends to continue to pursue
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a relative value investment strategy designed
to systematically identify and invest in private
equity, private debt and listed private equity
that the Investment Manager and the Invest-
ment Advisor believe offer superior value at
a given point in time.

The Investment Manager has complete discreti-
on as to asset allocation within the private
investment market and may at any time de-
termine that up to 100% of the Company's
assets may be invested in any particular pri-
vate market segment.

Review of Performance

An outline of the performance, investment
activity and developments in the portfolio can
be found in the audited consolidated state-
ment of comprehensive income and statement
of financial position.

Monitoring Performance

At each board meeting the Directors consider
a number of performance indicators to assess
the Company's success in achieving its invest-
ment objectives. These include:

Price and NAV developments
Net cash flow
Capital calls and distributions
IRR reports at the underlying fund level
Unfunded commitments
Risk management and adherence to invest-
ment guidelines
Corporate governance issues

Principal Risks and Uncertainties

The main focus of the Company is to invest
into unquoted companies either directly or
through funds together with leading private
equity fund managers. The recent macro en-
vironment that the Company has operated in
as well as views on the more immediate out-
look is disclosed in some detail within the

Market Overview section and the Investment
Manager's Report. In addition to those discus-
sions on the principal risks and uncertainties
faced by the Company, there are also relevant
matters to note dealing with the uncertainties
in respect of the valuation of unquoted invest-
ments as well as the cash flow modeling em-
ployed by the Company. The Directors refer
you to notes 4 and 18 of the audited consoli-
dated financial statements for further com-
ment on certain other risks connected with
the investments and financial assets / liabili-
ties held by the Company and how they are
managed.

Share Capital

As part of the authorization granted by
Shareholders to the Directors to make market
acquisitions of ordinary shares, the Company
purchased and redeemed/canceled 167'667
shares (31 December 2013: 131'550 shares)
resulting in the Company's issued and paid
up share capital as at 31 December 2014
being 69'151'168 ordinary shares of EUR
0.001 each (31 December 2013: 69'318'835
ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each).

There are no restrictions regarding the trans-
fer of the Company's securities, no special
rights with regard to control attached to the
Company's securities; no agreements between
holders of the Company's securities regarding
their transfer known to the Company; and no
agreements to which the Company is party
that might be affected by a change of control
following a takeover bid.

Shareholder Information

The net asset value and the net asset value
per share are calculated (in Euro) every
month at the last Business Day of each month
by Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited acting
as Administrator.
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Calculations are made in accordance with In-
ternational Financial Reporting Standards
("IFRS") which require the Company's direct
investments and fund investments to be va-
lued at fair value and are announced by the
Company on its website and are submitted to
a regulatory information service approved by
the UK Listing Authority as soon as practicable
after the end of the relevant period.

Dividends

A dividend of EUR 0.27 per share was paid on
18 June 2014 and a dividend of EUR 0.27 per
share was paid on 17 December 2014. Pre-
viously, dividends of EUR 0.26 and EUR 0.27
were paid on 26 June 2013 and 18 December
2013 respectively.

Results

The results for the period are shown in the
audited consolidated statement of comprehen-
sive income.

Directors, Directors' Interests and Direc-
tors' Remuneration Report

The Directors of Princess Private Equity Hol-
ding Limited are as shown above. The Direc-
tors had no beneficial interest in the Share
Capital of the Company other than as shown
below.

R. Battey: 10'000 shares
F. Dunlop: 8'000 shares
B. Human: 2'000 shares
U. Wietlisbach: 194'000 shares

Messrs. Dunlop, Wietlisbach and Human were
re-elected at the 2014 annual general mee-
ting.

The sole Director of Princess Private Equity
Subholding Limited, which held office during
the period, was Princess Private Equity Hol-
ding Limited.

No contract or arrangement existed in the
period in which any of the Directors, other
than Mr. Wietlisbach, had a material interest.
Mr. Wietlisbach is a Director of and Sharehol-
der in Partners Group Holding AG, the benefi-
cial owner of both the Investment Manager
and the Administrator.

No Director had a service contract with the
Company other than Mr. Human who had a
part time employment contract with the
Company which ended in March 2008. Direc-
tors' remuneration is presented in the notes
to these audited consolidated financial state-
ments and is shown below. Mr. Wietlisbach
does not receive a fee for the provision of his
services as a director of the Board. Directors'
remuneration split as follows in EUR:

(31.12.2014 / 31.12.2013)
R. Battey (52'000 / 52'000)
F. Dunlop (46'000 / 46'000)
B. Human (57'500 / 57'500)
H. von der Forst (46'000 / 46'000)

Length of Service

Each of the Directors was first appointed to
the Board on the dates shown below:

R. Battey: 28 May 2009
F. Dunlop: 28 May 2009
B. Human: 19 November 2003
H. von der Forst: 14 November 2012
U. Wietlisbach: 24 June 1999

Directors' and Officers' Liability
Insurance

The Company maintains insurance in respect
of Directors' and officers' liability in relation
to their acts on behalf of the Company. Suita-
ble insurance is in place and due for renewal
on 7 December 2015.
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Investment Management Arrangements

Princess Management Limited, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Partners Group Holding AG, is
the Investment Manager to the Company. The
Investment Manager is permitted to delegate
some or all of its obligations and has entered
into an Investment Advisory Agreement (the
"Agreement") with Partners Group AG. Mr.
Wietlisbach is a founding partner of Partners
Group AG and currently serves as that firm's
executive vice chairman. Details of the mana-
gement fees are shown within the audited
consolidated financial statements. The
Agreement automatically renews every ten
years but contains a three year's notice peri-
od. Termination will be without penalty or
other additional payments save that the
Company will paymanagement and performan-
ce fees due and additional expenses incurred.
The Directors (other than Mr. Wietlisbach who
is not independent of the Investment Mana-
ger) have determined that the continuing ap-
pointment of the Investment Manager on the
terms of the Investment Management Agree-
ment is in the interests of Shareholders as a
whole, given the global reach, access to lea-
ding private equity houses and expertise of
the Investment Manager and through the In-
vestment Manager to the Investment Advisor.

Significant Events

At the Annual General Meeting held on 12 May
2014 the audited consolidated financial
statements of the Company for the period
ended 31 December 2013 together with the
report of the Directors and Independent Audi-
tors were received and adopted. Also on that
date, the Shareholders approved (a) the
granting to Directors the ability to allot equity
securities for cash or sell treasury shares for
cash and (b) to give the Directors the general
power to allot equity shares for cash or sell
treasury shares for cash. Also at that meeting,
the Shareholders authorized the Company to

make market acquisitions of ordinary shares
up to a maximum number of 14.99% of the
ordinary shares in issuance at the date of the
meeting, and this authority was still valid as
at 31 December 2014.

Substantial Interest

The European Union Transparency Directive
came into force on 20 January 2007. The di-
rective requires substantial shareholders to
make relevant holding notifications to the
Company and the UK Financial Conduct Aut-
hority (formerly UK Financial Services Autho-
rity). The Company must then disseminate
this information to the wider market. Those
shareholders who have declared accordingly
that they held above 5% of ordinary shares,
as at the period end were:

Bayer-Pensionskasse VVaG - 7.56%
Brewin Dolphin Limited - 5.03
CCLA Investment Management Limited -
5.05%
CVP / CAP Coop - 5.07%
Deutsche Asset Management Investmentge-
sellschaft - 8.70%
Société Générale Option Europe - 5.31%
Vega Invest Fund Plc - 8.56%

This information has been prepared based on
disclosures made by Shareholders, to the
Company, in accordance with stock exchange
rules.

Directors' Responsibilities

The Directors are responsible for preparing
financial statements for each financial period
which give a true and fair view, in accordance
with applicable Guernsey law and Internatio-
nal Financial Reporting Standards, of the state
of affairs of the Group and Company and of
the profit or loss of the Group and Company
for that period. In preparing those financial
statements, the Directors are required to:
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select suitable accounting policies and then
apply them consistently;
make judgments and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;
state whether applicable accounting stan-
dards have been followed subject to any
material departures disclosed and explai-
ned in the financial statements; and
prepare the financial statements on the
going concern basis unless it is inappropria-
te to presume that the Group and Company
will continue in business.

So far as the Board of Directors are aware,
there is no relevant audit information of which
the Group and Company's auditors are unawa-
re, and each Director has taken all the steps
that he ought to have taken as a director in
order to make himself aware of any relevant
audit information and to establish that the
Group and Company's auditors are aware of
that information. The Directors confirm that
they have complied with the above require-
ments in preparing the audited consolidated
financial statements. The Directors of the
Group and Company have elected to prepare
audited consolidated financial statements for
Princess Private Equity Holding Limited for the
period ended 31 December 2014 as the parent
of the Group in accordance with Section
244(5) of The Companies (Guernsey) Law,
2008. They are not required to prepare indivi-
dual accounts for Princess Private Equity Hol-
ding Limited in accordance with Section 243
of The Companies (Guernsey) Law 2008 for
the financial period.

To the best of our knowledge and belief:

The Annual Report includes information
detailed in the Chairman's Report, the In-
vestment Manager's Report, the Directors'
Report and the notes to the Audited Conso-
lidated Financial Statements, which inclu-
des a fair review of the development and
performance of the business and the posi-
tion of the Company together with a des-

cription of the principal risks and uncertain-
ties that the Company faces as required by
DTR 4.1.8 and DTR 4.1.11; and
The audited consolidated financial state-
ments, prepared in accordance with Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standards give
a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities,
financial position and profit and loss of the
Company.

The Directors are responsible for keeping
proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial
position of the Group and Company and to
enable them to ensure that the audited conso-
lidated financial statements comply with The
Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008. They are
also responsible for safeguarding the assets
of the Group and Company and hence for ta-
king reasonable steps for the prevention and
detection of fraud and other irregularities.

The Directors, having taken advice from the
Audit Committee, consider that the report and
accounts, taken as a whole, are fair, balanced
and understandable and provide the informa-
tion necessary for shareholders to assess the
Group and Company's performance, business
model and strategy.

The maintenance and integrity of the Group
and Company's website is the responsibility
of the Directors. The work carried out by the
Independent Auditors does not involve consi-
deration of these matters and accordingly,
the Independent Auditors accept no responsi-
bility for any changes that may have occurred
to the audited consolidated financial state-
ments since they were initially presented on
the website. Legislation in Guernsey governing
the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
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Going Concern

The Group closely monitors its future anticipa-
ted cash flows and based on these forecasts
and the sensitivities which have been run on
different scenarios the Directors have a reaso-
nable expectation that the Group and Compa-
ny have adequate resources to continue in
existence for the foreseeable future. For this
reason they continue to adopt the going con-
cern basis in preparing the accounts.

Corporate Governance

The Company's statement on corporate gover-
nance can be found in the Corporate Gover-
nance Statement on pages 38 to 44 of these
financial statements. The Corporate Gover-
nance Statement forms part of the Directors'
Report and is incorporated into it by cross-
reference.

Company Secretary

The secretary of the Company as at 31 Decem-
ber 2014 was Dexion Capital (Guernsey)Limi-
ted.

Independent Auditors

At a general meeting held on 12 May 2014,
PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP were re-ap-
pointed Independent Auditors of the Company
for the period ended 31 December 2014, and
the Directors were authorized to fix their re-
muneration.

R. Battey
Director

F. Dunlop
Director

9 March 2015
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Corporate governance report

The Directors have determined to report
against the Association of Investment Compa-
nies (the "AIC") Code of Corporate Gover-
nance for Guernsey companies ("AIC Code"),
dated February 2013, and to follow AIC's
Corporate Governance Guide for Investment
Companies ("AIC Guide"). The AIC Code and
AIC Guide are available on the AIC website
www.theaic.co.uk. In assessing the Board's
corporate governance practice for 2014, the
Directors confirm that throughout the period
the Company complied with the provisions of
the AIC Guide.

The Company has complied with the relevant
provisions of the UK Corporate Governance
Code (the "UK Code") as issue by the Financial
Reporting Council and dated September 2012,
except as set out below:

The role of the Chief Executive
Executive Directors' remuneration
The need for an internal audit function and
the monitoring and reviewing of the effec-
tiveness of such a functio

For the reasons set out in the AIC Guide, and
in the preamble to the UK Code, the Board
considers these provisions are not relevant to
the position of the Company, being an over-
seas investment company with an appointed
Investment Manager. There are no Executives
with contractual obligations directly with the
Company and thus the Executive Directors'
remuneration rules do not apply. The Audit
Committee and the Board of Directors regular-
ly consider the risk and operational aspects
of the Company. The Investment Manager
has an appointed Compliance Officer. As there
is delegation of operational activity to appoin-

ted service providers the Audit Committee
and the Board have determined there is no
requirement for a direct internal audit functi-
on.

The Guernsey Financial Services Commission
has a standing Code of Corporate Governance
for the Finance Sector that was issued in 2011
(the "Guernsey Code"). In the introduction to
the Guernsey Code it states that "Companies
which report against the UK Corporate Gover-
nance Code or the AIC Code are also deemed
to comply with the Code". As a company listed
on the London Stock Exchange the Company
is subject to the Disclosure Rules and Trans-
parency Rules and the UK Code but uses the
AIC Code instead as it is a member of AIC and
considers this appropriate for a member
company. As an AIC member domiciled in
Guernsey which reports against the AIC Code,
the Company is not required to report separa-
tely against the Guernsey Code.

Rules concerning the appointment and repla-
cement of directors are contained in the
Company's Articles of Incorporation and are
discussed below.

AIFM Directive

In July 2014 the European Alternative Invest-
ment Fund Management Directive (AIFMD)
came into effect. At present, the Board consi-
ders that the Company falls outside the scope
of this Directive, in that the number of its
shares in issue is static or declining, and ac-
cordingly it does not market inside the Euro-
pean Union. The Company will reconsider this
in the event that it seeks to raise capital.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STATEMENT10
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The Board

The Board consists of five directors all of
whom are non-executive. The independent
Chairman of the Board is Mr. Human, who
was appointed on 28 May 2009 and is respon-
sible for leading meetings of the Board to en-
sure that they are efficient and effective. Mr.
Human has no other significant business
commitments which need to be disclosed and
the Board is satisfied that he has sufficient ti-
me available to discharge fully his responsibi-
lities as Chairman of the Company. For the
purposes of assessing compliance with the
AIC Code, the Board considers all of the Direc-
tors (other than Mr. Wietlisbach) as indepen-
dent of the Investment Manager and the In-
vestment Advisor and free from any business
or other relationship that could materially in-
terfere with the exercise of their independent
judgment.

Mr. Human was appointed Managing Director
pursuant to a service contract dated 20 March
2007 until March 2008, during which time he
was a part time employee of the Company.
Mr. Human was formerly employed on a part
time basis by Partners Group Global Opportu-
nities Limited, a company which also retains
the services of the Investment Advisor, but
this employment ceased in December 2007
and the Board now regards Mr. Human as in-
dependent. Further, the Board considers Mr.
Human independent at the time of his appoint-
ment as Chairman.

Mr. Wietlisbach was not considered as inde-
pendent during the reporting period as he is
a Director of and shareholder in Partners
Group Holding AG, the beneficial owner of the
Investment Manager and the Administrator.

The Board has a breadth of experience rele-
vant to the Company and a balance of skills,
experience and age. The Board recognizes the
importance of diversity and notes that it con-
tinues to evaluate applicants to fill vacant

positions without prejudice. Applicants are
assessed on their broad range of skills, exper-
tise and industry knowledge, and business
and other experience.

Directors are appointed for a fixed term of no
more than three years. The appointment may
be renewed for a further period if both the
respective Director and the Board believe that
a renewal is in the interest of the Company.

The renewal shall always be subject to an as-
sessment of the independence of the Director
in question and their continued satisfactory
performance. In view of the long-term nature
of the Company's investments, the Board be-
lieves that a stable board composition is fun-
damental to run the Company properly. The
Board has not stipulated a maximum term of
any directorship. Directors retire by rotation,
with Mr. Wietlisbach being subject to re-elec-
tion on an annual basis. Therefore Mr. Wietlis-
bach together with Mr. Battey and Mr. Human
will stand for re-election at the 2015 Annual
General Meeting. The Board continues to be
satisfied with their performance, with Mr.
Wietlisbach being able to provide additional
insight into the private markets industry and
in particular both investor relations and invest-
ment activity

As the Company is not a FTSE 350 company,
Directors are not subject to annual election
by the shareholders nor is the external audit
contract put out to tender at least every ten
years.

Details relating to each Director's remunerati-
on are disclosed in the Directors' report.

Directors' Duties and Responsibilities

The Board of Directors has overall responsibi-
lity for the Company's affairs and is responsi-
ble for the determination of the investment
policy of the Company, resolving conflicts and
for monitoring the overall portfolio of invest-
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ments of the Company. To assist the Board
in the day-to-day operations of the Company,
arrangements have been put in place to dele-
gate authority for performing certain of the
day-to-day operations of the Company to the
Investment Manager, the Investment Advisor
and other third-party service providers, such
as the Administrator and the Company Secre-
tary. The Board receives full details of the
Company's assets, liabilities and other rele-
vant information in advance of Board mee-
tings. The Board meets formally at least four
times a year; however, the Investment Mana-
ger and Company Secretary stay in more re-
gular contact with the Directors on a less for-
mal basis. These formal and informal discussi-
ons allow the non-executive Directors to con-
structively challenge and assist in the develop-
ment of strategy. Individual Directors have
direct access to the Company Secretary and
may, at the expense of the Company, seek
independent professional advice on any matter
that concerns them in the furtherance of their
duties.

The Directors have adopted a schedule of
matters reserved for the Board as part of the
London Stock Exchange listing process. This
includes strategic discussions, monitoring of
the share price (and associated premium or
discount), approval of accounts, approval of
dividends and the monitoring, evaluation,
appointment and removal of service providers.
The consent of the Board is required if the
Investment Manager wishes to borrow more
than 20% of the value of the Company assets
or take a control position, in an underlying
investment (excluding investments in pooling
vehicles).

The Board confirms that it has considered and
authorized any conflicts or potential conflicts
of interest in accordance with the Company's
existing procedures.

Board Meetings

The Board considers agenda items laid out in
the Notice and Agenda which are formally
circulated to the Board in advance of any
meeting as part of the board papers. Such
items include but are not limited to; leverage,
investment performance, share price perfor-
mance, review of marketing and shareholder
communication. The Directors may request
any Agenda items to be added that they con-
sider appropriate for Board discussion. In ad-
dition, each Director is required to inform the
Board of any potential or actual conflict of in-
terest prior to Board discussion. Board mee-
tings are attended by representatives of the
Investment Manager and the Investment Ad-
visor. The Company's corporate brokers also
attend to assist the Directors in understanding
the views of major shareholders about the
Company. Below is a summary of the Director
attendance at Board meetings held in 2014,
compared against those for which they were
eligible:

R. Battey (4/4)
F. Dunlop (4/4)
B. Human (4/4)
H. von der Forst (4/4)
U. Wietlisbach (3/4)

During the period no ad hoc meetings were
held.

Committee of the Board

The Board has established an Audit & Manage-
ment Engagement Committee (A&ME Commit-
tee), which meets at least four times a year
and is responsible for ensuring that the finan-
cial performance of the Company is properly
reported on and monitored and provides a
forum through which the Company's external
auditors may report to the Board. Furthermore
it ensures that any reports issued by the
Board present a fair, balanced and understan-
dable assessment of the Company's position
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and prospects. The A&ME Committee reviews
the annual, half yearly and quarterly accounts,
results, announcements, internal control sys-
tems and procedures and accounting policies
of the Company, together with the recommen-
dation to appoint Independent Auditors.

The Board recognizes the importance of a
sound risk management solution to safeguard
Company's assets, protect the interests of the
shareholders and meet its responsibilities as
a listed company.

Therefore it considers on a quarterly basis the
review undertaken by the A&ME Committee
and in particular the risks and controls with
regard to investment and strategic risk, regu-
latory risk, reputational risk, operational risk,
financial risk and market abuse.

The A&ME Committee is responsible for ensu-
ring appropriate internal controls are in place
and monitors the risks and their potential im-
pact on the Company.

The risk management framework includes a
sound system of internal control that is desi-
gned to:

identify and appraise all risks related to
achieving the Company's objectives inclu-
ding all investment, regulatory, reputatio-
nal, operational and financial risk; manage
and control risk appropriately rather than
eliminate it;
ensure the appropriate internal controls
are embedded within the business proces-
ses and form part of the Company's culture
which emphasizes clear management re-
sponsibility and accountabilities;
respond quickly to evolving risks within the
Company and the external business envi-
ronment; and
include procedures for reporting any control
failings or weaknesses to the appropriate
level of management together with the
details of corrective action.

The Group's and Company's external auditors
are PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP. The A&ME
Committee is responsible for reviewing the
independence and objectivity of the external
auditors, and ensuring this is safeguarded
notwithstanding any provision of any other
services to the Group or Company. The Board
of Directors recognizes the importance of sa-
feguarding auditor objectivity and has taken
the following steps to ensure that auditor in-
dependence is not compromised:

The A&ME Committee carries out each year
an evaluation of the external auditor as to
its independence from the Group and
Company and relevant officers of the Group
and Company in all material respects, and
that it is adequately resourced and techni-
cally capable to deliver an objective audit
to shareholders. Based on this review the
A&ME Committee recommends to the Board
for the continuation, removal or replace-
ment, of the external auditor. The external
auditors may provide audit related services
such as regulatory and statutory reporting
and may also provide assistance on tax
and regulatory matters given its knowledge
of the Group's and Company's business.
Such services will however be assessed on
a case-by-case basis so that the best pla-
ced adviser is retained. Where the auditors
are engaged to provide additional services,
different teams are utilized by the auditors
in providing these services.
The A&ME Committee gives careful consi-
deration before appointing the auditors to
provide other services. These other ser-
vices are generally limited to work that is
closely related to the annual audit or where
the work is of such a nature that a detailed
understanding of the Group's and Compa-
ny's business is necessary. The external
auditors did not provide any non-audit
services during the year;
The external auditors' report to the direc-
tors and the A&ME Committee confirming
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their independence in accordance with In-
ternational Standards on Auditing. In addi-
tion to the steps taken by the board to sa-
feguard auditor objectivity, Pricewaterhou-
seCoopers CI LLP operates a five-year rota-
tion policy for audit engagement leaders
on listed companies such as Princess;
PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP have remai-
ned in place as auditors for a considerable
number of years and the audit contract has
not been put out to tender in the last 10
years. Their performance is reviewed annu-
ally by the A&ME Committee; and
As part of its review the A&ME Committee
notes that the audit engagement leader
was rotated in 2013. Although Pricewater-
houseCoopers CI LLP follows a five-year
rotation policy, the current audit engage-
ment leader's five-year term will end in
2016 as a result of his prior involvement
as a key audit team member in the prior
year audits of the Group and Company.

Although the Directors believe that the Com-
pany and the Group have a robust framework
of internal control in place, this can only pro-
vide reasonable and not absolute assurance
against material financial misstatement or
loss and is designed to manage, not eliminate,
risk.

Below is a summary of the Director atten-
dance at A&ME Committee meetings held in
2014, compared against those for which they
were eligible:

R. Battey (4/4)
F. Dunlop (4/4)
H. von der Forst (2/2)
B. Human (4/4)

With the exception of Mr. von der Forst, who
resigned on 30 June 2014 from the A&ME
Committee and Mr. Wietlisbach, the A&ME
Committee is composed of all the members
of the Board, and has been chaired by Mr.
Battey following his appointment on 28 May

2009. Although Mr. Human is Independent
Chairman of the Company, he is also a mem-
ber of the A&ME Committee. The Board consi-
ders that all independent Directors should sit
on this Committee, to bring the widest range
of experience to its deliberations.

The A&ME Committee has determined that
the continuing appointment of the Investment
Manager on the terms of the Investment Ma-
nagement Agreement is in the interests of
Shareholders as a whole, given the global re-
ach, access to leading private equity houses
and expertise of the Investment Manager and
through the Investment Manager to the Invest-
ment Advisor.

The Board undertakes an annual evaluation
of its own performance and the performance
of its committee and individual Directors, to
ensure that they continue to act effectively
and efficiently and to fulfill their respective
duties, and to identify any training require-
ments. During this evaluation the Directors
also reconfirmed that they continue to be able
to allocate sufficient time to the Company in
order to discharge their responsibilities. A full
corporate governance review has been under-
taken since the publication of the previous fi-
nancial statements, which was facilitated by
the Company Secretary. There were no mat-
ters of significance raised within the findings
of the review and, as mentioned within this
report, the non-independent director is consi-
dered to be Mr. Wietlisbach.

The Board has undertaken an annual review
of the effectiveness of the Company's and the
Group's system of internal controls and the
safeguarding of shareholders' investments
and the Company's assets. There were no si-
gnificant matters raised within the findings of
the review.

The Directors acknowledge that the Adminis-
trator has appropriate systems, controls and
processes that are used in the production of
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the consolidated financial statements and that
these are re-evaluated at the end of the finan-
cial reporting period through the approval of
the relevant financial statements. Given the
size and nature of the Company, it is not dee-
med necessary to form a separate remunera-
tion or nomination committee. The Board, as
a whole, will also consider new Board appoint-
ments.

In determining the process for the identificati-
on of suitable candidates to fill open positions
within the Board of Directors, the Board reco-
gnizes the importance of diversity and that it
is a much wider issue than gender. The Board
expects that its members should collectively
possess the broad range of skills, expertise
and industry knowledge, and business and
other experience necessary for the effective
oversight of the Company's business.

The significant areas considered by the A&ME
Committee and discussed with the external
auditors during the year were:

Unquoted investments: reports from the
Investment Manager are received on a
quarterly basis on the portfolio develop-
ment and the impact on the Direct and In-
direct Investments, together with the signi-
ficant unobservable valuation inputs for the
level 3 investments. The A&ME Committee
was content after due challenge and debate
with the assumptions and judgments app-
lied in relation to the Investment Manager's
recommendations adopted by the Directors
in respect of the valuation of unquoted in-
vestments.
Presumed risk of fraud and management
override of controls: The A&ME Committee
considered the presumed risks of fraud as
defined by auditing standards and was
content that there were no issues arising.
Financial statements: the presentation of
the financial statements is considered, and
in particular, the disclosures in connection
with International Financial Reporting

Standards. The A&ME Committee is satis-
fied with the presentation of the audited
consolidated financial statements of the
Group.

Shareholder Communication

The Directors place great importance on
shareholder communication while the Invest-
ment Manager and the Investment Advisor
also carry out a program of regular meetings
with shareholders and potential investors. The
Company publishes a monthly report with key
financial data and issues affecting the portfo-
lio, and publishes quarterly financial state-
ments as well as unaudited semi-annual and
audited annual accounts. Conference calls are
arranged on a quarterly basis at which the
Investment Advisor provides an in-depth re-
view of developments in the portfolio and gi-
ves a market overview. In order to ensure
that the Directors are aware of shareholders'
views and concerns, at least one independent
Director attends these quarterly conference
calls. In addition the brokers also present a
summary of shareholders' sentiment at the
quarterly board meetings. These initiatives in
combination assist the Board to develop a
balanced understanding of the issues and
concerns of major shareholders. In addition
the Directors propose a separate resolution
on each substantial issue tabled at the annual
general meeting, including the approval of the
financial statements, and publish on the
Company's website, shortly after the Annual
General Meeting, details of the valid proxies
received, votes for and against and withheld
in relation to each resolution. Regular news
releases are also published.

R. Battey
Director

F. Dunlop
Director

9 March 2015
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT11

Independent auditors' report to the members of Princess Private Equity Holding
Limited

Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements (the "financial statements")
of Princess Private Equity Holding Limited (the "Group") which comprise the consolidated
statement of financial position as of 31 December 2014 and the consolidated statement of
comprehensive income, the consolidated statement of changes in equity and the consolidated
statement of cash flows for the year then ended and a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory information.

Directors' Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The Directors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and
fair view in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and with the require-
ments of Guernsey law. The Directors are also responsible for such internal control as they
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors' Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those Standards
require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors' judge-
ment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates made by the Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our audit opinion.
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Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
Group as of 31 December 2014, and of the financial performance and the cash flows for the
year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and have been
properly prepared in accordance with the requirements of The Companies (Guernsey) Law,
2008.

Report on other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

We read the other information contained in the Annual Report and consider the implications
for our report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies
with the financial statements. The other information comprises only the Key figures, the
Chairman's report, the Market overview, the Investment manager's report, the Portfolio com-
position, the Portfolio overview, the Structural overview, the Facts and figures, the Board of
Directors, the Directors' report and the Corporate governance statement.

In our opinion:

the information given in the Directors' Report is consistent with the financial statements;
and
the information given in the Corporate governance statement set out on pages 36 to 41 of
the financial statements with respect to the internal control and risk management systems,
is consistent with the financial statements

This report, including the opinion, has been prepared for and only for the Company's members
as a body in accordance with Section 262 of the Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 and for no
other purpose. We do not, in giving this opinion, accept or assume responsibility for any other
purpose or to any other person to whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come
save where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception

We have nothing to report in respect to the following matters which we are required to review
under the Listing Rules:

the Directors' statement in relation to going concern; and
the part of the Corporate Governance Statement relating to the Company's compliance with
the nine provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code specific for our review.

Roland C Mills

For and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP
Chartered Accountants and Recognised Auditor
Guernsey, Channel Islands
March 2015
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AUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

12

AUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014

01.01.2013
31.12.2013

01.01.2014
31.12.2014

NotesIn thousands of EUR

26'478103'248Net income from financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

22'02286'472Private equity

35581120Interest & dividend income
28'30763'34010,21Revaluation
(6'640)22'32110,22Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

3'13212'448Private debt

2'2462'31320Interest income (including PIK)
3'8594'56010,21Revaluation

(2'973)5'57510,22Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

1'2381'738Private real estate

1'2461'71310,21Revaluation
(8)2510,22Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

862'590Private infrastructure

862'04710,21Revaluation
-54310,22Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

2-Net income from short-term investments

2-21Revaluation

(147)111Net income from cash & cash equivalents and other income

20(33)20Interest income / (expense)
(167)14422Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

26'333103'359Total net income

(16'008)(12'718)Operating expenses

(8'704)(9'333)23Management fees
(2'104)(7'654)14,23Incentive fees
(295)(288)23Administration fees
(250)(250)23Service fees

(1'055)(917)Other operating expenses

(3'600)5'72422Other net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

4'704(19'271)Other financial activities

(1'271)(571)Setup expenses - credit facilities

-(364)20Interest expense - credit facilities
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930691Other finance cost

5'045(19'027)11,21Net gains / (losses) from hedging activities

15'02971'370Surplus / (loss) for the financial period

--Other comprehensive income for the period; net of tax

15'02971'370Total comprehensive income for the period

69'395'451.6369'168'769.45Weighted average number of shares outstanding

0.221.03Basic surplus per share for the financial period

0.221.03Diluted surplus per share for the financial period

The Euro earnings per share is calculated by dividing the surplus / (loss) for
the financial period by the weighted average number of shares outstanding
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AUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

As at 31 December 2014

31.12.201331.12.2014NotesIn thousands of EUR

ASSETS

Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss

317'049406'62810Private equity
57'88274'95410Private debt
15'98515'86210Private real estate
5'26712'43610Private infrastructure

50'346-15Deferred receivables on
investments

-2'646Other long-term receivables

446'529512'526Non-current assets

1'497558Other short-term receivables

51'29256'51215Deferred receivables on
investments

345-11Hedging assets
69'76145'34812Cash and cash equivalents

122'895102'418Current assets

569'424614'944TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

696913Share capital
(432)-13Treasury shares

(1'357)70'013Retained earnings

561'832523'44013Reserves

560'112593'522Total equity

205209Other long term payables

205209Liabilities falling due after one year

-5'79411Hedging liabilities
9'10715'419Accruals and other short-term

payables

9'10721'213Liabilities falling due within one year

569'424614'944TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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AUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014

TotalReservesRetained
earnings

Treasury
shares

Share capitalIn thousands of EUR

560'112561'832(1'357)(432)69Balance at the beginning of reporting
period

(37'343)(37'343)---Dividend paid during the period
-----Other comprehensive income for the

period; net of tax
-(432)-432-Treasury shares cancelled

(617)(617)---Share buyback and cancellation
71'370-71'370--Surplus / (loss) for the financial period

593'522523'44070'013-69Equity at end of reporting period

for the period from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013

TotalReservesRetained
earnings

Treasury
shares

Share capitalIn thousands of EUR

583'143599'459(16'386)-70Balance at the beginning of reporting
period

(36'763)(36'763)---Dividend paid during the period
-----Other comprehensive income for the

period; net of tax
(865)(864)--(1)Share buyback and cancellation
(432)--(432)-Share buyback for cancellation

15'029-15'029--Surplus / (loss) for the financial period

560'112561'832(1'357)(432)69Equity at end of reporting period
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AUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014

01.01.2013
31.12.2013

01.01.2014
31.12.2014

NotesIn thousands of EUR

Operating activities

15'02971'734Surplus / (loss) for the financial period before interest expense

Adjustments:

13'388(34'332)22Net foreign exchange (gains) / losses
(33'500)(71'660)21Investment revaluation
(2'621)(2'732)20Net (gain) / loss on interest

-(359)20Net (gain) / loss on dividends
(5'045)19'02711Revaluation on forward hedges

(3'847)49'278(Increase) / decrease in receivables

8945'818Increase / (decrease) in payables

9'866(12'889)11Realized gains / (losses) from forward hedges

(37'813)(56'927)10Purchase of private equity investments
(8'251)(23'843)10Purchase of private debt investments
(170)(323)10Purchase of private real estate investments
(286)(4'765)10Purchase of private infrastructure investments

72'68153'00910Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private equity investments
13'79817'91510Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private debt investments
4'5892'18410Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private real estate investments

-18610Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private infrastructure investments
(44'998)(75'000)Purchase of short-term investments

45'00075'000Sale of short-term investments

3'5492'082Interest & dividends received

42'26313'403Net cash from / (used in) operating activities

Financing activities

(36'763)(37'343)13Dividends paid
(864)(617)13Share buyback and cancellation
(432)-13Treasury shares buyback

(38'059)(37'960)Net cash from / (used in) financing activities

4'204(24'557)Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

65'72469'76112Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of reporting period

(167)14422Effects of foreign currency exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents

69'76145'34812Cash and cash equivalents at end of reporting period
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NOTES TO THE AUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014

ORGANIZATION AND BUSINESS ACTIVITY1

Princess Private Equity Holding Limited (the "Company") is an investment holding company established on 12 May
1999. The Company's registered office is Tudor House, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 1BT. The Company is a Guernsey
limited liability company that invests in a broadly diversified portfolio of private market investments through its
wholly-owned subsidiary, Princess Private Equity Subholding Limited (the "Subsidiary"). The Subsidiary also holds
certain investments through its wholly-owned subsidiary Princess Direct Investments, L.P. Inc. (the
"Sub-Subsidiary"). The Sub-Subsidiary, the Subsidiary and the Company form a group (the "Group"). Both of these
subsidiaries are consolidated as they are deemed to provide investment related services to the Company.

The shares of the Company were listed on the Prime Standard of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange from 13 December
2006 until 5 December 2012 (date of delisting). The shares of the Company remain listed on the main market of the
London Stock Exchange, where they have been listed since 1 November 2007.

On 19 September 2012 the Company announced the sale of a limited portfolio of mainly large cap buyout fund positions
in the secondary market. The aim of the transaction is to accelerate the phased transition of the portfolio towards
global direct investments.

BASIS OF PREPARATION2

The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of the Group. The consolidated financial
statements have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
("IFRS") and under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of "financial assets and financial
liabilities at fair value through profit or loss".

The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities
at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Although these estimates are based on management's best knowledge of current events and actions,
actual results may ultimately differ from those estimates. The areas where assumptions, judgments and estimates
are significant to the consolidated financial statements are disclosed in a subsequent note; "critical accounting estimates
and judgments".

The Directors of the Company have elected to prepare consolidated financial statements for Princess Private Equity
Holding Limited for the period ended 31 December 2014 as the parent of the Group in accordance with Section 244(5)
of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008. They are not required to prepare individual accounts for Princess Private
Equity Holding Limited in accordance with Section 243 of The Companies (Guernsey) Law 2008 for the financial period.

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES3

The following accounting policies have been applied consistently, except where otherwise noted, in dealing with items
which are considered material in relation to the Group's audited consolidated financial statements.
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From 1 January 2014 the following existing revised IFRS and interpretations to existing standards were required to
be adopted. The Group has consequently adopted all relevant and below mentioned standards since 1 January 2014.

IAS 32 (Amendment effective 1 January 2014) - Financial instruments: Presentation - offsetting financial assets and
financial liabilities

The Directors of the Company have assessed the impact of implementing this amendment and concluded that this
amendment did not affect the Group's result of operations or financial position either in current or prior period as
presented.

The following standards that are mandatory for future accounting periods, but where early adoption is permitted
now, have not been duly adopted.

IFRS 9 (effective 1 January 2018) - Financial instruments
IFRS 15 (effective 1 January 2017) - Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 10, IFRS 12 and IAS 28 (Amendment effective 1 January 2016) - Clarifications and interpretations to requirements
when accounting for investment entities

The Directors of the Company are in the process of assessing the impact of these standards and believe that these
new accounting standards and interpretations will not significantly affect the Group's results of operations or financial
position.

Segmental reporting

IFRS 8 - Operating segments requires segments to be identified and presented following a 'management approach'
under which segment information is presented on the same basis as that used for internal reporting and monitoring
purposes. Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with internal reporting of the Partners Group
AG (the "Investment Advisor"), who have also been identified as the chief operating decision maker, who is responsible
for allocating resources and assessing performance of the operating segments, and is appointed by the Directors.
Operating segments have been identified as: private equity, private debt, private real estate, private infrastructure
and private resources. Only those segments applicable within the reporting periods have been reflected in these audited
consolidated financial statements.

Consolidation

The Directors of the Company have determined that the Company is an investment entity in accordance with IFRS 10
based on the fact that it meets the relevant definition criteria. The Company:

(a) obtains funds from one or more investors for the purpose of providing those investors with investment management
services;
(b) commits to its investors that its business purpose is to invest funds solely for returns from capital appreciation,
investment income or both; and
(c) measures and evaluates the performance of substantially all of its investments on a fair value basis.

As a result, the Group does not consolidate any entities other than the Subsidiaries, as these entities provide services
to the Company which relate to the Company's investment activities.
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Inter-company transactions, balances and unrealized gains or losses on transactions between Group companies are
eliminated on consolidation.

A list of the Group's subsidiaries is set out in a subsequent note. The consolidation is performed using the purchase
method. All Group companies have 31 December as the end of their reporting periods.

Net income from short-term investments and cash and cash equivalents

Income from bank deposits and interest income from short-term investments are included on an accruals basis. Gains
and losses from short-term investments and gains and losses from cash and cash equivalents also include the increase
or decrease in the value of short-term investments purchased at a discount or a premium. All realized and unrealized
surpluses and losses are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income. Dividend income
is recognized when the right to receive payment is established.

Expenditure

All items of expenditure are included in the audited consolidated financial statements on an accruals basis.

Foreign currency translation

(a) Functional and presentation currency

Items included in the audited financial statements of each of the Group's entities are measured using the currency of
the economic environment in which the entity operates (the "Functional Currency") that most faithfully represents the
economic effect of the underlying transactions, events and conditions. The audited consolidated financial statements
are presented in Euros, which is the Company's Functional and the Group's presentation currency.

(b) Transactions and balances

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the Functional Currency using the exchange rates prevailing at
the dates of the transactions or valuations where items are remeasured. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting
from the settlement of such transactions and from the translation at the end of the reporting period exchange rates
of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognized in the audited consolidated statement
of comprehensive income.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss

(a) Classification

The Group classifies its investments in private equity, private debt, private real estate, private infrastructure and
private resources, and related derivatives, as financial assets or financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss.
These financial assets and financial liabilities are classified as held for trading or designated by the Directors of
the Company at fair value through profit or loss at inception.

Financial assets or financial liabilities held for trading are those acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of
selling or repurchasing in the short-term.
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Where the Group has hedged the value of non-Functional Currency investments against the Functional Currency the
Group does not use hedge accounting as defined in IAS 39. Derivative financial instruments are classified as financial
assets and liabilities held for trading. They are initially recognized in the audited consolidated statement of financial
position at fair value and are subsequently remeasured to fair value. As a result, the realized gains/lossess and the
unrealized changes in fair value are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income under
the heading "Other financial activities". The fair values of various derivative instruments used for hedging purposes,
if any, are disclosed in the notes.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss at inception consist of interests which are
acquired by the Group (including all related securities) in (typically unlisted) direct private equity investments ("Direct
Investments") and all other types of investments, which comprise of investments in other investment vehicles ("Indirect
Investments"). These are managed and their performance is evaluated on a fair value basis in accordance with the
Group's documented investment strategy. The Group's policy is used by the Investment Manager and the Directors
to evaluate the information about these financial assets and liabilities on a fair value basis together with other related
financial information.

In setting the Group's investment policy the Directors have determined their intention to focus on making investments
in entities that adopt an internationally recognized standard of accounting.

(b) Recognition and derecognition

All transactions relating to financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are recognized on
the settlement date or when all risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred.

Any distributions, including return of principal of investment, received from the underlying Direct and Indirect
Investments are recognized when the Group's right to receive payment has been established.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are derecognized when the right to receive
cash flows has expired or where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred.

Cash and PIK interest relating to debt investments held at fair value through profit or loss are recognized on an accruals
basis within interest income (including PIK) in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income when
the Group's right to receive payment is established.

(c) Measurement

As a matter of principle, financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognized
at fair value. Subsequent to initial recognition, all financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit
or loss are measured at fair value. Gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of the financial assets or
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 13 - Fair value measurement are presented
in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.

Distributions from Indirect Investments held at fair value through profit or loss are recognized in the audited
consolidated statement of financial position when the Group's right to receive payment is established. Distributions
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received from Indirect Investments are recognized first as a repayment of the original capital contributed to the Indirect
Investments which is substantially in keeping with the distribution arrangements prescribed by the constituent
documents of the Indirect Investments. On repayment of any of the original capital contributed in full to the Indirect
Investments, all subsequent distributions are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive
income within revaluation.

Any interest and dividend distributions derived from Direct Investments are recognized when the Group's right to
receive payment is established and included within interest and dividend income in the audited consolidated statement
of comprehensive income.

(d) Fair value estimation

The fair values of financial instruments whose principal markets are actively traded exchange markets are based on
quoted market prices at the end of the reporting period. The quoted market price used for financial assets held by the
Group is the bid price at the end of the reporting period.

In assessing the fair value of non-traded financial instruments, the Group uses a variety of market and income methods
such as time of last financing, earnings and multiple analysis, discounted cash flow method and third party valuation
and makes assumptions that are based on market conditions and expected market participant assumptions existing
at the end of each reporting period. Quoted market prices or dealer quotes for specific similar instruments are also used
for long-term debt where appropriate. Other information used in determining the fair value of non-traded financial
instruments include latest financial reports, subsequent cash flows and internally performed monitoring of triggering
events (such as exits and IPOs) as well as pricing movements in comparable investments together with techniques,
such as, option pricing models and estimated discounted value of future cash flows.

Short-term investments

Short-term investments consist of investments in treasury bills and money-market funds with a stated maturity
between 3 and 12 months at the date of acquisition. Short-term investments are initially recognized at fair value and
subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss.

Offsetting financial instruments

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the audited consolidated statement of financial
position where there is currently a legally and contractually enforceable right to offset the recognized amounts and
there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. A current legally
and contractually enforceable right to offset must not be contingent on a future event. Furthermore, it must be legally
and contractually enforceable in (i) the normal course of business; (ii) the event of default; and (iii) the event of
insolvency or bankruptcy of the Group and all of the counterparties.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash at bank, term deposits and treasury bills with a maturity of three months
or less. Cash and cash equivalents are stated at the carrying amount as this is a reasonable approximation of fair
value. Bank overdrafts are included within liabilities falling due within one year in the audited consolidated statement
of financial position.
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Other short-term and long-term receivables

Other short-term receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not
quoted in an active market. They are classified as current assets unless the maturities are more than 12 months after
the end of the reporting period where they are classified as non-current assets. Other short-term and
long-term receivables are stated at the contractual amount less impairment, if any, as this is a reasonable approximation
of fair value.

Other long-term receivables also include amounts receivable by the Group at the reporting date which
represent distributions from underlying investments that are held through special purpose vehicles that could be
subject to corporate tax in jurisdictions different to that of the Group. In certain cases, all distributions received from
underlying investments must be retained in such vehicles until the investment is fully realized in order to benefit from
such structuring. It has been determined that future payments may need to be made by the special purpose vehicles
to tax authorities in the jurisdictions in which these are based, and as such not all of the amounts paid by the underlying
investment may be recoverable in full by the Group should the distributions be taxed. As a result, these long-term
receivable balances are assessed for taxes owing and the resulting revaluation of these long-term receivables is
recorded under 'revaluation of long-term receivables' in the audited statement of comprehensive income. These
underlying investments and related calls and distributions have been accounted for on a look-through basis.

Deferred receivables on investments

Deferred receivables on investments meet the definition of a financial asset as they are a contractual right for a
specified amount at a specified date. Initially deferred receivables on investments which represent a financial asset
are recognized at fair value. Subsequently these are measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method.
They are classified as assets falling due within one year unless the maturities are more than 12 months after the end
of the reporting period where they are classified as non-current assets. A deferred receivable on investments is
derecognized when the obligation under the asset is received or discharged.

Accruals and other short-term payables

Accruals and other short-term payables are non-derivative financial liabilities with fixed or determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market. They are classified as liabilities falling due within one year unless the maturities
are more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period where they are classified as liabilities falling due after
one year. Accruals and other short-term payables are stated at the carrying amount as this is a reasonable approximation
of fair value.

Borrowings

Borrowings consist of credit facilities and loans received either from financial institutions or from related parties. Such
borrowings are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost. Borrowings are
derecognized when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled or expired. In the audited
consolidated statement of financial position borrowings are classified as liabilities falling due within one year unless
the maturities are more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period where they are classified as liabilities
falling due after one year.
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Deferred payments

Deferred payments meet the definition of a financial liability as they are a contractual obligation for a specified amount
at a specified date. Initially deferred payments which represent a financial liability are recognized at fair value.
Subsequently these are measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. They are classified as liabilities
falling due within one year unless the maturities are more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period where
they are classified as liabilities falling due after one year. A deferred payment is derecognized when the obligation
under the liability is paid or discharged.

Equity

Shares are classified as equity. Where any group company purchases the Company's equity share capital (treasury
shares), the consideration paid, including any directly attributable incremental costs is deducted from equity attributable
to the Company's equity holders until the shares are cancelled or reissued. Where such shares are subsequently
reissued, any consideration received, net of any directly attributable incremental transaction costs, is included in equity
attributable to the Company's equity holders.

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS4

There is significant subjectivity in the valuation of Direct and Indirect Investments with very little transparent market
activity to provide support for fair value levels at which willing buyers and sellers would transact. In addition there is
subjectivity in the cash flow modeling due to the fact that the underlying investments, in many cases, require funding
based on the future development of their investments. The estimates and judgments employed therein are therefore
continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events
that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. The Group makes estimates and assumptions concerning
the future. The resulting accounting estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results.

Unquoted investments

For the valuation of such investments the Investment Manager reviews the latest information provided by
underlying investments and other business counterparties, which frequently does not coincide with the valuation date,
and applies widely recognized market and income valuation methods to such information such as time of last financing,
earnings and multiple analysis, discounted cash flow method and third party valuation as well as market prices to
estimate a fair value as at the end of the reporting period. In order to determine the underlying assumptions of such
methods significant judgment is required. The areas of such judgment include, but are not limited to:

Selection of the valuation technique;
Selection of a set of comparable listed companies;
Selection of performance measures of such listed companies in order to determine comparable trading multiples;
Determination of adjustments to comparable trading multiples based on qualitative factors;
Determination of future cash flows;
Determination of applicable discount rates;
Selection of recent transactions for the sales comparison method; and
Determination of applicable capitalization rates for the income method.
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As part of the fair valuation of such investments, the Investment Manager uses observable market data (whenever
possible), unobservable data and cash flow data to consider and determine the fair values of the underlying investments.
Furthermore the Investment Manager considers the overall portfolio against observable data and general market
developments to determine if the values attributed appear to be fair based on the current market environment. The
Investment Manager makes practical efforts to obtain the latest available information pertaining to the underlying
unquoted investments.

As part of the continuous evaluation of the fair value of the underlying unquoted investments, the fair value assessment
procedures are determined by the Investment Manager independent of the Investment Advisor's investment committee.
In addition, the Investment Manager is also responsible for ensuring that these procedures are adhered to during the
assessment of the fair values.

Based on an assessment of relevant applicable indicators of fair value, the Group estimates the fair values as at the
valuation date. Such indicators may include, but are not limited to:

An underlying investment's most recent reporting information including a detailed analysis of underlying company
performance and investment transactions with the Indirect Investments between the latest available reporting of
the underlying investment and the end of the reporting period of the Group;
Review of a Direct Investment's most recent accounting and cash flow reports and models, including data supplied
by both the sponsor and the company and any additional available information between the date of these reports
and the end of the reporting period of the Group;
Review of recent transaction prices and merger and acquisition activity for similar Direct Investments;
Review of the Indirect Investment's application of generally accepted accounting principles and the valuation
method applied for its underlying investments such as discounted cash flow and multiple analysis, which are based
on available information; and
Review of current market environment and the impact of it on the Direct and Indirect Investments.

The variety of valuation bases adopted, quality of management information provided by the underlying Indirect
Investments and the lack of liquid markets for the investments held mean that there are inherent difficulties in
determining the fair values of these investments that cannot be eliminated. There are significant estimates and
assumptions that are used in establishing the fair value of financial assets and liabilities. As a result, the actual
amounts realized on the sale of these instruments may differ from the fair values reflected in these financial statements
and these differences may be significant as a result of the judgments applied.

Cash flow modeling

In addition to the review of historical data within the cash flow modeling, the Investment Manager also takes into
account current portfolio data together with the expected development of the market environment based on observable
market information and subjects this to simulations and stress-tests to consider certain scenarios which could occur
and their potential impact on the Group and its investment commitment and funding strategy.

The results of such observations are included within the investment models to provide an insight into future expected
cash flows and the liquidity requirements of the Group.

As at the end of the reporting period, the Group estimates the cash flow requirements based on an assessment of all
applicable indicators, which may include but are not limited to the following:
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Historical statistical data: external and internal data serve as the statistical basis of the quantitative model;
Current portfolio company information: the model is updated to take into account current data from the Group's
Direct and Indirect Investments;
Input from the Investment Advisor's investment professionals: qualitative and quantitative inputs from the general
market environment and the specific portfolio in the model; and
Monte-Carlo simulations and stress-tests: stochastic behavior of private market cash flows combined with valuations
and tailor-made scenario analyses provide the basis for commitment decisions and quantitative risk management.

There is uncertainty in the estimates and judgment in the cash flow modeling assumptions concerning the future and
as such the Investment Manager, on instruction from the Board of Directors, continuously compares these assumptions
against actual developments and adjusts and reports the cash flow model accordingly, including the short term credit
facility.

EXPENSES5

Management fees
Under the Investment Management Agreement (“IMA”) between the Company and Princess Management Limited (“the
Investment Manager”) the Company pays, in arrears, to the Investment Manager quarterly management fees. The
quarterly management fees are calculated as 0.375% of the higher of the sum of Private Equity Net Assets which is
the higher of (i) the net asset value of the Company and (ii) the value of the assets less any temporary investments
of the Company, plus the amount of the unfunded commitment of the Company or the Net Assets of the Group at the
end of the quarter.

Until 31 December 2012 and in respect of secondary investments, the Company had paid additional quarterly fees
equal to 0.0625% of the Secondary Investment Value which is equal to the value of the secondary investments of the
Company, plus the amount of the unfunded commitment to such secondary investments of the Company. Until 31
December 2012 and in respect of Direct Investments, the Company had paid additional quarterly fees equal to 0.125%
of the Direct Investment Value which is equal to the value of the Direct Investments of the Company, plus the amount
of the unfunded commitment to such Direct Investments of the Company. With effect from 1 January 2013 the
Company has ceased to pay these additional quarterly management fees due to a change in the terms of the quarterly
management fee calculation.

Administration fees
The administration fees are paid quarterly in advance pursuant to the Administration Agreement between the Company
and Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited (the "Administrator"). The quarterly administration fees are calculated as
0.0125% of the first USD 1 billion of Net Assets and 0.005% of the amount by which such Net Assets exceed USD 1
billion.

Service fees
For the services provided, the Company shall pay Princess Management Limited a quarterly compensation of EUR
62'500 excluding VAT, if any, including any overhead, travel, out-of-pocket, IT and other infrastucture expenses in
connection with the provision of services under the Investor Relations Agreement.
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Incentive fees
In accordance with the IMA, the Investment Manager is entitled to receive a share of the realized profits of the Company,
otherwise referred to as incentive fees (“Incentive Fees”). In accordance with the IMA, Incentive Fees are calculated
on each reporting date, taking into account the required performance conditions and distribution arrangements of the
Company.

Distributions of cash proceeds derived from each secondary investment are distributed to the Company or due to the
Investment Manager as Incentive Fees in the following order of priority: (i) The Company shall receive distributions
equal to its aggregate secondary investment contributions in respect of the relevant secondary investment plus an
amount (the "Preferred Return") calculated at the rate of 8% per annum compounded annually on their contributions
and distributions derived from the relevant secondary investment. (ii) Thereafter the Investment Manager shall receive
Incentive Fees until such time as the Investment Manager has received 10% of the sum of the distributed Preferred
Returns and the Incentive Fees made under this clause. (iii) Thereafter, 90% shall be distributed to the Company and
10% shall be allocated to the Investment Manager as additional Incentive Fees.

Distributions of cash proceeds derived from each Direct Investment are distributed to the Company or due to the
Investment Manager as Incentive Fees in the following order of priority: (i) The Company shall receive distributions
equal to its aggregate Direct Investment contributions in respect of the relevant Direct Investment plus an amount
(the "Preferred Return") calculated at the rate of 8% per annum compounded annually on their contributions and
distributions derived from the relevant Direct Investment. (ii) Thereafter the Investment Manager shall receive Incentive
Fees until such time as the Investment Manager has received 15% of the sum of the distributed Preferred Returns
and the Incentive Fees made under this clause. (iii) Thereafter, 85% shall be distributed to the Company and 15%
shall be allocated to the Investment Manager as additional Incentive Fees.

Incentive Fees are calculated on an annual basis based on the value of each direct and secondary investment as
measured at the reporting date, whether or not such investments are made through a pooling vehicle. This calculation
is performed separately for each direct and secondary investment.

The foreign currency exchange fluctuations are included in this calculation.

The change in Incentive Fees is accounted for on an accruals basis and is presented separately in the audited
consolidated statement of comprehensive income.

During the reporting period EUR 660'000 in Incentive Fees were paid (2013: EUR 2'026'356).

TAXATION6

The Company and the Subsidiaries are exempt from taxation in Guernsey under The Income Tax (Exempt Bodies)
(Guernsey) Ordinance, 1989 and are each liable for the payment of an annual fixed rate of GBP 600 per annum for
the granting of the exemption.

The Group may incur withholding taxes imposed by certain countries on income from underying investments. Such
income is recorded gross of withholding taxes in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
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DIVIDENDS7

The Board of Directors of Princess Private Equity Holding Limited declared a dividend of EUR 0.27 paid on 18 June
2014 and EUR 0.27 on 17 December 2014 on each Ordinary Share which together accounted to EUR 37.3m (2013:
36.8m).

SHORT-TERM CREDIT FACILITIES8

On 12 November 2013, the Company renewed a multi-currency revolving credit facility with Lloyds TSB Bank plc for
EUR 50m, which ends on the 26 July 2017.

In relation to the interest charged, on drawn amounts, this is calculated at a margin of 2.95% to 3.25% per annum
above the applicable LIBOR rate or, in relation to any loan in EUR, EURIBOR. In addition there is a commitment fee
of 0.90% per annum calculated on the daily undrawn amounts plus a fee of EUR 450’000 paid over three years and
a monitoring fee in the amount of EUR 25’000 per annum.

The facility, in relation to the Company, is secured, inter alia, by way of a pledge over the shares in Princess Private
Equity Subholding Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company and a pledge over the bank accounts and the
inter-company loans within the Group.

The Company must maintain a total net asset value of at least, EUR 350m and a total asset ratio (total debt plus
current liabilities as a percentage of restricted net asset value) not greater than 25%.

SEGMENT CALCULATION9

The Investment Advisor makes strategic allocations of assets between segments on behalf of the Group. The Group
has determined the operating segments based on the internal reporting provided by the Investment Advisor to the
Board of Directors on a regular basis.

The Investment Advisor considers that the investment portfolio of the Group may consist of up to five sub-portfolios,
which are managed by specialist teams within the Investment Advisor. Only those segments applicable within the
reporting period have been reflected in these audited consolidated financial statements and the notes below. There
were no changes in the reportable segments during the period.

The Investment Advisor assesses the performance of the reportable segments based on the net income from and
capital appreciation of the financial assets at fair value through profit or loss by segment, based on the fair value
methodologies adopted by the Group. This measurement basis excludes any additional general income and expenses
which are not allocated to segments but are managed by the Administrator on a central basis.

Total assets allocated to reportable segments are those financial instruments presented in the audited consolidated
statement of financial position by segment, and the Group's other assets, receivables, liabilities and cash are not
considered to be segment assets or liabilities and are managed centrally by the Administrator. Hedging gains and
losses are attributable to hedging activities of the Group and managed on a central basis by the Investment Advisor
and Administrator and the Group's management and performance fees paid are not considered to be segment expenses.

The segment information provided by the Investment Advisor with respect to reportable segments for the period is
as follows:
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01.01.2013
31.12.2013

01.01.2014
31.12.2014

In thousands of EUR

Private equity

355811Interest & dividend income
28'30763'340Revaluation
(6'640)22'321Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

22'02286'472Total net income private equity

22'02286'472Segment result private equity

Private debt

2'2462'313Interest income (including PIK)
3'8594'560Revaluation

(2'973)5'575Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

3'13212'448Total net income private debt

3'13212'448Segment result private debt

Private real estate

1'2461'713Revaluation
(8)25Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

1'2381'738Total net income private real estate

1'2381'738Segment result private real estate

Private infrastructure

862'047Revaluation
-543Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

862'590Total net income private infrastructure

862'590Segment result private infrastructure

Non attributable

20(33)Interest & dividend income
2-Revaluation

(167)144Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

(145)111Total net income non attributable

(16'153)(12'607)Segment result non attributable

4'704(19'271)Other financial activities not allocated

15'02971'370Surplus / (loss) for the financial period
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FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS10

PRIVATE EQUITY10.1

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
330'260317'049Balance at beginning of period
37'81356'927Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

(72'681)(53'009)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments
(10)-Reclassification of investments

28'30763'340Revaluation
(6'640)22'321Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

317'049406'628Balance at end of period

The movement in unrealized gains/losses on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss still held at the end of
the reporting period amounts to EUR 89'169'306 (2013: EUR 12'621'170).

There were no reclassifications from private equity to private debt during the period (2013: one investment representing
an amount of EUR 10'194 was reclassified from private equity to private debt).

The balance at the beginning of the period includes investments classified as level 1 in accordance with IFRS 13 with
a fair value of EUR 2'231'628. The balance at the end of the period includes investments classified as level 1 in
accordance with IFRS 13 with a fair value of EUR 1'964'734. During the period, no investments were transferred out
of level 3 into any other level (2013: nil).

During the period, there were no Subsidiary transfers (2013: EUR 42'065'123 via in-kind distribution).

PRIVATE DEBT10.2

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
63'46257'882Balance at beginning of period
8'25123'843Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

(13'798)(17'915)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments
10-Reclassification of investments

1'0831'327Accrued cash and PIK interest
(2'012)(318)Interest received
3'8594'560Revaluation

(2'973)5'575Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

57'88274'954Balance at end of period

The movement in unrealized gains/losses on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss still held at the end of
the reporting period amounts to EUR 4'918'767 (2013: EUR -596'469).

There were no reclassifications from private equity to private debt during the period (2013: one investment representing
an amount of EUR 10'194 was reclassified from private equity to private debt).

During the period, there were no Subsidiary transfers (2013: EUR 42'065'123 via in-kind distribution).
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PRIVATE REAL ESTATE10.3

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
19'16615'985Balance at beginning of period

170323Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments
(4'589)(2'184)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments
1'2461'713Revaluation

(8)25Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

15'98515'862Balance at end of period

The movement in unrealized gains/losses on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss still held at the end of
the reporting period amounts to EUR 1'737'734 (2013: EUR 1'237'812).

PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE10.4

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
4'8955'267Balance at beginning of period
2864'765Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

-(186)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments
862'047Revaluation
-543Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

5'26712'436Balance at end of period

The movement in unrealized gains/losses on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss still held at the end of
the reporting period amounts to EUR 2'590'265 (2013: EUR 85'515).
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE FORWARD / OPTION CONTRACTS11

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Foreign exchange forward contracts

(4'821)(6'138)Unrealized gains / (losses)
9'866(12'889)Realized gains / (losses)

5'045(19'027)Total gains / (losses) from forward contracts

Foreign exchange option contracts

All contracts captured in the table below may be settled on a gross basis.

Fair value at (in
thousands of EUR)

Value dateVolume of currency
bought (in thousands)

Volume of currency
sold (in thousands)

Open foreign exchange
forward/option contracts

As at 31.12.2014

-5'79419.03.2015EUR 166'101USD 208'100Foreign exchange forward
contract

As at 31.12.2013

34520.03.2014EUR 115'590USD 158'800Foreign exchange forward
contract

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS12

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
28'7566'348Cash at banks
41'00539'000Cash equivalents

69'76145'348Total cash and cash equivalents
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SHARE CAPITAL, TREASURY SHARES AND RESERVES13

CAPITAL13.1

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Authorized

200200200'100'000 Ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each

200200Total authorized shares

Issued and fully paid

69-69'318'835 Ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each out of the bond conversion
-6969'151'168 Ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each out of the bond conversion

6969Total issued and fully paid shares

During the reporting period, the Company purchased 98'667 of its own shares at an average price of EUR 6.25. During
the period 167'667 shares have been cancelled (2013: 131'550). Following these purchases and cancellation, the
Company's issued share capital consists of 69'151'168 shares (2013: 69'318'835 shares).

TREASURY SHARES13.2

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

(432)-Share buyback for cancellation

Treasury shares are recognized at cost and presented separately within equity. The Company may hold treasury shares
in relation to the approved share buyback program until such shares are cancelled in the share register. During the
reporting period, 69'000 shares bought back during the previous reporting period were cancelled. At the end of the
reporting period the Company did not hold any treasury shares (2013: 69'000). The Company's outstanding share
capital consists of 69'151'168 shares as at the end of the reporting period (2013: 69'249'835).

RESERVES13.3

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Distributable reserves

599'459561'832Distributable reserves at beginning of reporting period
(36'763)(37'343)Dividend payment

-(432)Treasury shares cancelled
(864)(617)Share buyback and cancellation

561'832523'440Total distributable reserves at end of reporting period

At the annual general meeting held in May 2014, the shareholders renewed the authority granted to the Directors to
purchase up to 14.99 per cent of the issued share capital of the Company. During the reporting period the Company
continued to buy back shares. As disclosed in the table above, 167'667 shares were cancelled during the reporting
period and no shares were held as treasury shares at the end of the reporting period.
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INCENTIVE FEES14

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
4'3344'413Balance at beginning of period
2'1047'654Change in incentive fees attributable to Investment Manager

(2'026)(660)Incentive fees paid/payable

4'41211'407Balance at end of period

5'59314'333Incentive fees accrued
(1'180)(2'927)Incentive fees rebates accrued

4'41311'406Total net incentive fees

The incentive fee balance as at the end of each period presented above represents a net amount which consists of
incentive fees accrued and incentive fee rebates accrued. Both net incentive fee balance, as well as gross incentive
fees accrued and incentive fee rebates accrued as at the end of each period are presented separately.

PROJECT ALEXANDER15

In September 2012, the Company entered into a sale and purchase agreement, relating to Project Alexander, with a
single third party buyer (the "Buyer") to sell 17 limited partnership interests ("Investments") held by the Company.

The transaction was settled in four installments between 30 September 2012 and the end of January 2013. By the
end of December 2014 USD 103'747'029 and EUR 24'252'872 had been received from the Buyer, which reflected 2/3
of the purchase price, adjusted for subsequent calls paid and distributions received by the Company since the transaction
cut-off date of 31 December 2011.

The remaining 1/3 proceeds of USD 55'881'063 and EUR 10'848'825 are due to be received after 36 months from the
dates of transfer. These will be settled as per the predefined timelines.

These amounts were initially recognized in the audited consolidated statement of financial position as financial assets
at fair value and were then measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method and have been recognized
as receivables in the audited consolidated statement of financial position.

The Investments were derecognized from the Company's portfolio when substantially all risks and rewards associated
with them had been transferred to the Buyer, being at the date that the general partner of the Investments formally
recognized the Buyer as the owner of the respective Investments.

By 31 January 2013 the Company derecognized all of the investments included in the transaction.

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
101'63856'512Deferred receivables on investments
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COMMITMENTS TO DIRECT AND INDIRECT INVESTMENTS16

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
196'793165'038Unfunded commitments translated at the rate prevailing at the end of the reporting

period

EARNINGS PER SHARE AND NET ASSETS PER SHARE17

Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the surplus or loss for the financial period attributable to the
shareholders by the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the period. Diluted earnings per share
are calculated by adjusting the weighted average number of shares outstanding to assume conversion of all dilutive
potential shares, if any. There were no dilutive effects on the Company's shares during 2014 and 2013.

The net asset value per share is calculated by dividing the net assets in the audited consolidated statement of financial
position by the number of shares outstanding at the end of the reporting period.

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
560'112593'522Net assets of the Group

69'249'835.0069'151'168.00Outstanding shares at the end of the reporting period

8.098.58Net assets per share at period-end

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT18

The Group's activities expose it to a variety of financial risks, including the effects of changes in debt and equity market
prices, foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates. The Group's overall risk management program focuses on
the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimize potential adverse effects on the financial performance
of the Group. The Group may use derivative financial instruments such as foreign currency exchange forward or
option contracts to hedge certain exposures.

FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE RISK18.1

The Group holds assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than its Functional Currency. The value of assets
and liabilities denominated in other currencies will fluctuate due to changes in exchange rates. The main currency risk
for the Group results from assets and liabilities held in other currencies where a change of exchange rates can have
a material impact on the value of assets and liabilities. The Investment Manager's hedging committee meets on a
quarterly basis to review the foreign currency exchange rate risk and decides on the use of derivative financial
instruments such as foreign currency exchange forward and option contracts to hedge certain exposures at its discretion.
Furthermore, the Investment Advisor's risk management committee reviews the foreign currency exchange risk on a
monthly basis and proposes changes to the actual hedging positions if necessary.

The annual volatility uses cross-currency rates from 1 January 2001 to the respective period end and based on the
assumption that the non-Functional Currency fluctuates by the annual volatility, shows below the amount by which
the value of those applicable net assets and the corresponding results would fluctuate either higher or lower. The
foreign currency exposures below are presented net of any foreign currency hedging instruments outstanding as at
the end of the reporting period.
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The Group has used the volatility analysis since 1 January 2001 as this provides an analysis of long term trends.

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
5'30585Net assets denominated in AUD
(37)11'719Net assets denominated in CHF

9'41814'301Net assets denominated in GBP
712666Net assets denominated in SEK

148'697104'731Net assets denominated in USD
6'2076'344Net assets denominated in NOK
9.69%9.49%Applicable annual volatility AUD
6.04%5.82%Applicable annual volatility CHF
8.11%7.91%Applicable annual volatility GBP
5.90%5.76%Applicable annual volatility SEK

10.50%10.30%Applicable annual volatility USD
6.82%6.96%Applicable annual volatility NOK

17'35413'088Fluctuation of net assets and corresponding results depending on above
mentioned volatility

INTEREST RATE RISK18.2

The Group may invest in interest-bearing mezzanine investments that are exposed to cash flow interest rate risk due
to changes in market interest rates. The interest on mezzanine loans is partially based on LIBOR and EURIBOR rates.
A decrease in the market interest rates can lead to a decrease in interest income of the Group. The overall interest
rate risk is considered to be limited as only a small part of the portfolio depends on variable interest rates.

Cash and cash equivalents are only short-term and therefore interest rate exposure is limited. At 31 December 2014
and 2013, all term deposits invested had fixed interest rates.

As part of the Investment Manager's continuous monitoring of liquidity it analyzes the interest rates quoted against
the general market to ensure that these are competitive and takes action as appropriate.

Other than as stated herein, the income and operating cash flows are substantially independent from changes in
market interest rates.

A change of 25 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have resulted in either an increase or
a (decrease) in surplus or loss by the amounts stated below. This analysis assumes that all other variables in particular
foreign currency rates remain constant and is performed on the same basis for the previous period.

The table 'Variable Rate Instruments' presents the exposure of the Group to variable rate instruments at the end of
each period presented. The tables 'Sensitivity Analysis Current Period' and 'Sensitivity Analysis Previous Period' present
the sensitivity of the Group's variable rate instruments to movement in interest rates as at the end of each reporting
period, respectively.
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VARIABLE RATE INSTRUMENTS18.3

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
19'68931'330Mezzanine investments
69'7616'348Cash and cash equivalents

89'45037'678Total variable rate instruments

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CURRENT PERIOD18.4

25bp
decrease

25bp
increase

In thousands of EUR

(94)94Impact on variable rate instruments

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PREVIOUS PERIOD18.5

25bp
decrease

25bp
increase

In thousands of EUR

(224)224Impact on variable rate instruments

CREDIT RISK18.6

Whilst the Group intends to diversify its portfolio of investments, the Group's investment activities may result in credit
risk relating to investments in which the Group has direct or indirect (through underlying investments and investments
in subsidiaries) exposure. A negative credit development or a default of an investment in which the Group has direct
or indirect exposure will lead to a lower net asset value and to lower dividend and interest income from assets within
the private debt operating segment or where the Group holds a direct interest.

It is expected that investments will include those made in private debt funds. Many of the private debt funds may be
wholly unregulated investment vehicles. In addition, certain of the private debt funds may have limited or no operational
history and have no proven track record in achieving their stated investment objective. The investment risk is managed
by an investment strategy that diversifies the investments in terms of geography, financing stage, industry or time.

Derivative counterparties and cash transactions are limited to high credit quality financial institutions with a minimal
rating of P-1 (Moody's). The Investment Manager ensures that surplus cash is invested in temporary investments. In
addition, where the Group holds significant amounts of cash the Investment Manager may seek to diversify this
exposure across multiple financial institutions.

In addition Partners Group AG regularly conducts a concentration risk analysis on the underlying investments and has
concluded that no action needs to be taken.

The Group may also invest in mezzanine and senior debt facilities of alternative investment backed underlying
investments. These underlying investments' financial performance is monitored on a monthly basis and classified by
an internal rating system, which consists of five categories; too early, with issues, on plan, above plan and outperformer.
When assessing the investment the Investment Manager takes into account a number of factors including the financial
position and actual versus expected performance. The term "too early" is used during the period just after the initial
investment when there is insufficient information to assess the actual performance of the underlying investment. If
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an underlying investment's performance is classified as "with issues", the mezzanine or senior debt facility will be
closely and regularly monitored by Partners Group AG with regular communications being held with the manager of
the underlying investment so that the actual value can be assessed and, if necessary, written down. The amount of
any unrealized loss is disclosed herein and the change of credit quality, if any, is reflected in the fair value of the
instrument.

The Group provides mezzanine and senior debt facilities to private companies which are represented as debt instruments.
No collateral is received from the underlying companies. The credit quality of these investments is based on the financial
performance of the individual portfolio company. For those assets that are not past due, it is believed that the risk of
default is small and the capital repayments and interest payments will be made in accordance with the agreed terms
and conditions. No terms or conditions were renegotiated during the period.

As part of the quarterly fair value assessment Partners Group AG takes into consideration any breaches in covenants
and any changes in general market conditions.

As at 31 December 2014 and 2013 and excluding the effect of foreign currency exchange rates there are no unrealized
losses on mezzanine or senior debt investments.

The Group has no significant concentration of credit risk other than as detailed herein.

The table 'Rating of Mezzanine and Senior Debt Investments' presents the classification of the Group's mezzanine and
senior debt investments in the categories described above at the end of each reporting period presented. The tables
'Duration of Credit Risk Current Period' and 'Duration of Credit Risk Previous Period' present the duration of credit risk
of the Group as at the end of each reporting period, respectively.

RATING OF MEZZANINE AND SENIOR DEBT INVESTMENTS18.7

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
--Too early
--With issues

19'68931'330On plan
--Above plan
--Outperformer

19'68931'330Total

DURATION OF CREDIT RISK CURRENT PERIOD18.8

Past due
more than 1

year

Past due less
than 1 year

Not past dueIn thousands of EUR

--45'348Cash and cash equivalents
--558Other short-term receivables
--2'646Other long-term receivables
--56'512Deferred receivables on investments
--31'330Mezzanine instruments
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As at the end of the reporting period, the Group held cash and cash equivalents of EUR 45'309'161 (2013: EUR
27'906'094) with an international Swiss based banking group which at that date had a rating of A1 (Moody's), and
EUR 67'034 (2013: EUR 850'113) with a Swiss based bank which at that date had a rating of Aaa (Moody's). Further
cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period of EUR 39'000'000 (2013: EUR 850'113) were held as
fixed deposit at a Swiss based bank which at that date had a rating of Aaa (Moody's).There was no cash and cash
equivalents held at with an international Swiss based banking group (2013: EUR 16'000'000). As at the end of the
reporting period, the Group held deferred receivables on investments of EUR 56'511'554 (2013: EUR 101'637'306)
with a counterparty affiliated with an international Swiss based banking group which at that date had a rating of A1
(Moody's).

DURATION OF CREDIT RISK PREVIOUS PERIOD18.9

Past due
more than 1

year

Past due less
than 1 year

Not past dueIn thousands of EUR

--345Hedging assets
--69'761Cash and cash equivalents
--1'497Other short-term receivables
--101'638Deferred receivables on investments
--19'689Mezzanine instruments

LIQUIDITY RISK18.10

Liquidity risk arises where the Group may not be able to meet the obligations as and when these fall due for settlement.

Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities, the availability of
funding through an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the ability to close out market positions.

As the unfunded commitments can be drawn at any time, the Group's over-commitment strategy could result in periods
in which the Group has inadequate liquidity to fund its investments or to pay other amounts payable by the Group.
The liquidity risk arising from the over-commitment strategy is managed through the use of quantitative models by
the Investment Advisor's internal risk committee on a quarterly basis. If the risk committee concludes that there is a
risk of insufficient liquidity to fund investments, actions are taken into consideration such as entering into a credit
facility, reducing the amount of listed private equity, if any, or the selling of investments on the secondary market.

The Group's financial instruments include investments in unlisted securities, which are not traded in an organized
public market and may generally be illiquid. As a result, the Group may not be able to quickly liquidate its investments
in these instruments at an amount close to fair value in order to respond to its liquidity requirements or to specific
events such as deterioration in their creditworthiness.

The table 'Overcommitment Strategy' presents the Group's exposure at the end of each period presented. The tables
'Liquidity Risk Current Period' and 'Liquidity Risk Previous Period' present the maturity bands of the Group's assets
and liabilities at the end of each period, respectively.
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OVERCOMMITMENT STRATEGY18.11

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
(196'793)(165'038)Unfunded commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments

(205)(209)Liabilities falling due after one year
(9'107)(15'419)Liabilities falling due within one year

-(5'794)Hedging liabilities
345-Hedging assets

71'25845'906Current assets
-2'646Other long-term receivables

51'29256'512Current deferred receivables on investments

(83'210)(81'396)Total

LIQUIDITY RISK CURRENT PERIOD18.12

More than
12 months

3 to 12
months

Less than 3
months

In thousands of EUR

--(165'038)Unfunded commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments
--(15'419)Liabilities falling due within one year
--(5'794)Hedging liabilities

(209)--Other long term payables
--45'906Current assets

2'646--Other long-term receivables
-56'512-Deferred receivables on investments
--50'000Undrawn credit facility

2'43756'512(90'345)Total

LIQUIDITY RISK PREVIOUS PERIOD18.13

More than
12 months

3 to 12
months

Less than 3
months

In thousands of EUR

--(196'793)Unfunded commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments
-(4'412)(4'695)Liabilities falling due within one year

(205)--Other long term payables
--345Hedging assets
--71'258Current assets

50'34651'292-Deferred receivables on investments
--50'000Undrawn credit facility

50'14146'880(79'885)Total
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CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT18.14

The Group's objective when managing capital is to safeguard the Group's ability to continue as a going concern and
to maintain a strong capital base so as to retain investor, creditor and market confidence with regards to the investment
objectives of the Group. The Group's capital is represented by the Equity of the Company. The Board of Directors also
monitors and manages where appropriate the level of discount between the market price of its equity and the Group's net
asset value per share in open market transactions.

As a result of the outstanding credit facility agreement, the Group is required to meet certain covenants as described
in the Short-term credit facilities note. The Group monitors compliance with these externally imposed restrictions and
during 2014 and 2013 there were no breaches with respect to these covenants.

MARKET PRICE RISK18.15

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss held directly or indirectly bear a risk of loss of capital. The Investment
Manager moderates this through a careful selection of investments within specified limits. The Group's investments
are monitored on a regular basis by the Investment Manager and are reviewed on a quarterly basis by the Board of
Directors. The Group checks its performance against the Thomson Reuters' Private Equity Performance Index (that is
calculated based on quarterly cash flows from the Europe, Middle East and Africa all private equity data in Euros and
the United States all private equity data in US dollars that have both been given equal weighting) which it uses as its
benchmark. The Group checks on a regular basis the weightings of the index, its composition, price development and
volatility.

The annual volatility of the benchmark is shown for the period from 1 January 2001 to the relevant period end by
using the quarterly data. Under the assumption that financial assets at fair value through profit or loss fluctuate with
the annual volatility the value and the result of such assets, if any, would be impacted by the values shown which
could be either higher or lower.

MARKET PRICE RISK18.16

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
396'183509'880Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

396'183509'880Total assets subject to market risk
8.16%10.84%Annual expected volatility

32'32955'271Potential impact on statement of financial position and statement of
comprehensive income

OFFSETTING FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS18.17

As at 31 December 2013 and 2014 the Group was subject to master netting arrangements (typically one per
counterparty) with one or more derivative counterparties as specified in the tables below. All of the derivative assets
and liabilities of the Group are held with these counterparties. No margin balance is maintained by the Group for the
purpose of providing collateral on derivative positions. The following tables present the Group's financial assets and
liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements. The tables are
presented by type of financial instrument.
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Amounts in "D" below relate to amounts subject to set-off that do not qualify for offsetting under "B" below. This
includes amounts which are subject to set-off against the financial asset or financial liability disclosed in "A" which
have not been offset in the audited statement of financial position.
The Group and its counterparties have elected to generally settle all transactions on a gross basis however, each party
has the option to settle all open contracts on a net basis in an early termination event as defined in the relevant master
netting agreement. Per the terms of the master netting agreements, an early termination event includes the following:

Failure by a party to make payment when due;
Failure by a party to perform any obligation required by the agreement (other than payment) if such failure is not
remedied within 20 business days after such failure;
Bankruptcy of a party.

OFFSETTING CURRENT PERIOD18.18

Financial liabilities subject offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements:

E = C-DDC = A-BBAIn thousands of
EUR

Net amountRelated
amounts not
set-off in the
statement of
financial
position

Net amounts of
financial liabilites
presented in the
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts of
recognized
financial assets
set-off in the
audited statement
of financial
position

Gross
amounts of
recognized
financial
liabilites

31.12.2014

Description

5'794-5'794-5'794Derivative
liabilites
Couterparty A
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OFFSETTING PRIOR PERIOD18.19

Financial assets subject offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements:

E = C-DDC = A-BBAIn thousands of
EUR

Net amountRelated
amounts not
set-off in the
statement of
financial
position

Net amounts of
financial assets
presented in the
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts of
recognized
financial assets
set-off in the
audited statement
of financial
position

Gross
amounts of
recognized
financial
assets

31.12.2013

Description

345-345-345Derivative
Assets
Couterparty A

STRUCTURED ENTITIES18.20

IFRS 12 - Disclosure of interests in other entities requires the Group to disclose details regarding structured entities
invested into by the Group. A structured entity in accordance with IFRS 12 is an entity that has been designed so that
voting or similar rights are not the dominant factor in deciding who controls the entity, such as when any voting rights
relate to administrative tasks only and the relevant activities are directed by means of contractual arrangements. A
structured entity often has some or all of the following features or attributes:

Restricted activities.
A narrow and well-defined objective, such as to provide a source of capital for funding to an entity or provide
investment opportunities to investors by passing on risks and rewards associated with the assets of the structured
entity to investors.
Insufficient equity to permit the structured entity to finance its activities without subordinated financial support.
Financing in the form of multiple contractually linked instruments to investors that create concentrations of credit
or other risks (tranches).

All Indirect Investments held by the Group are considered by the Directors of the Company to be structured entities as
determined by IFRS 12. Income generated from such Indirect Investments is accounted for within the line item
Revaluation in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income. The tables 'Structured Entities Current
Period' and 'Structured Entities Previous Period' below disclose the risk concentration with respect to geographic region
and investment strategy of the underlying Indirect Investments. The net asset values of each line represent the fair
value of the respective Indirect Investments as well as the maximum exposure to loss resulting from such investments.
Such Indirect Investments are included within the line item Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss in the
audited consolidated statement of financial position.
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STRUCTURED ENTITIES CURRENT PERIOD18.21

31.12.2014NAV in thousands of EUR

Region & Strategy

Asia-Pacific

19Buyout

North America

32'074Buyout
132'672Special situations
23'318Venture capital

Western Europe

110'099Buyout
15'862Real estate
12'726Special situations
10'731Venture capital

Rest of World

29'299Buyout
13'600Venture capital

STRUCTURED ENTITIES PREVIOUS PERIOD18.22

31.12.2013NAV in thousands of EUR

Region & Strategy

Asia-Pacific

26Buyout

North America

20'347Buyout
95'446Special situations
24'803Venture capital

Western Europe

94'014Buyout
15'985Real estate
17'646Special situations
12'057Venture capital

Rest of World

26'778Buyout
12'359Venture capital
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FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT19

IFRS 13 - Fair value measurement requires the Group to classify fair value measurements using a fair value hierarchy
that reflects the significance of the inputs used in making the measurements. The fair value hierarchy has the following
levels:

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (level 1)
Inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly
(that is, as observable prices or firm broker quotes) or indirectly (that is, derived from observable prices including
discount adjustments to quoted prices in the case of regulatory restrictions to sell such securities) (level 2)
Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable inputs) (level
3)

The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement is categorized in its entirety is determined
on the basis of the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. For this purpose
the significance of an input is assessed against the fair value measurement in its entirety. If a fair value measurement
uses observable inputs that require significant adjustment based on unobservable inputs, that measurement is a level
3 measurement. Assessing the significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requires
judgment, considering factors specific to the asset or liability.

The determination to what constitutes "observable" requires significant judgment by the responsible entity. The
responsible entity considers the observable data to be that market data that is readily available, regularly distributed
or updated, reliable and verifiable, not proprietary, and provided by independent sources that are actively involved in
the relevant market.

The tables below analyse within the fair value hierarchy the Group's financial assets measured at fair value at the end
of the reporting period.

In the event that the Group holds any quoted investments including any shares received as a result of an IPO or listed
private market investments these are valued based on quoted market prices in active markets and therefore classified
in level 1.

The Directors have assessed that any derivatives used for hedging and short-term investments valued based on market
dealer quotes, can be redeemed at the value stated and are therefore classified in level 2.

Level 3 comprises unquoted investments where the Investment Manager reviews the latest information provided by
underlying investments and other business partners, which may not coincide with the reporting date of the Group or
the valuation date of the investments, and applies widely recognized valuation methods to value such investments as
detailed in the note on critical accounting estimates and judgments.

The reconciliation of each class of financial instrument designated as level 3 is presented in the note on financial assets
at fair value through profit or loss.

The tables 'Fair Value Estimation Current Period' and 'Fair Value Estimation Previous Period' present the Group's
classification of investments in each of the three levels as described above.
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FAIR VALUE ESTIMATION CURRENT PERIOD19.1

Total
balance

Level 3Level 2Level 1In thousands of EUR

Assets

434'926432'961-1'965Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss -
equity securities

74'95474'954--Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - debt
investments

509'880507'915-1'965Total assets

Liabilities

(5'794)-(5'794)-Total liabilities

During the period, no investments were transferred out of level 3 into any other level (2013: nil).

The Directors of the Company have determined that any of the Group's transfers between levels 1, 2 and 3 are deemed
to have happened at the end of the respective reporting period.

FAIR VALUE ESTIMATION PREVIOUS PERIOD19.2

Total
balance

Level 3Level 2Level 1In thousands of EUR

Assets

345-345-Derivatives used for hedging
338'301336'069-2'232Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss -

equity securities
57'88257'882--Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - debt

investments

396'528393'9513452'232Total assets

Liabilities

----Total liabilities

The Directors of the Company have determined that any of the Group's transfers between levels 1, 2 and 3 are deemed
to have happened at the end of the respective reporting period.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT LINE ITEMS NOT HELD AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH

PROFIT OR LOSS

19.3

All assets and liabilities presented in the audited consolidated statement of financial position, except for those presented
in the tables above, are presented at either amortized cost or their face value, both of which are deemed to be a
reasonable approximation of their fair values.
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Cash and cash equivalents as well as bank overdrafts are measured at values that would be reflective of level 1
prices in accordance with the fair value hierarchy presented above. These include cash in hand, deposits held with
banks, other short-term investments in active markets and bank overdrafts.
Other receivables are measured at values that would be reflective of level 2 prices in accordance with the fair value
hierarchy presented above. These include contractual amounts for settlement of trades and other obligations due
to the Group.
Accruals and other short-term payables represent the contractual amounts and obligations due by the Group for
settlement of trades and expenses and are measured at values that would be reflective of level 2 prices in accordance
with the fair value hierarchy presented above, except for incentive fee accruals due by the Group which are reflective
of level 3 prices in accordance with such hierarchy.
Deferred payments and deferred receivables are measured at values that would be reflective of level 2 prices in
accordance with the fair value hierarchy presented above. These consist of payments for financial assets purchased
and receivables for financial assets sold for which it was agreed with the contractual counterparty to defer one or
more payment installments.
Borrowings include credit facilities and loans granted to the Group and are measured at values that would be
reflective of level 2 prices in accordance with the fair value hierarchy presented above.
Other long-term receivables are measured at values that would be reflective of level 3 prices in accordance with
the fair value hierarchy presented above. They include amounts received in the form of distributions from underlying
investments that are held through special purpose vehicles that could be subject to corporate taxation in jurisdictions
different to that of the Group.
Equity is a residual amount calculated by subtracting the total liabilities of the Group from the total assets of the
Group. As the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement of the inputs into this equation
is level 3 in accordance with the fair value hierarchy presented above, the values at which equity is measured
would be reflective of level 3 prices in accordance with such hierarchy.

SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUTS19.4

Level 3 investments may consist of Direct and Indirect equity and debt Investments. Level 3 Indirect Investments are
generally valued at the Indirect Investments' net asset values last reported by the Indirect Investments' governing
bodies. When the reporting date of such net asset values does not coincide with the Group's reporting date, the net
asset values are adjusted as a result of cash flows to/from an Indirect Investment between the most recently available
net asset value reported, and the end of the reporting period of the Group. The valuation may also be adjusted
for further information gathered by the Investment Advisor during its ongoing investment monitoring process. This
monitoring process includes, but is not limited to, binding bid offers, non-public information on developments of
portfolio companies held by Indirect Investments, syndicated transactions which involve such companies and the
application of reporting standards by Indirect Investments which do not apply the principle of fair valuation.

The main inputs into the Group's valuation models for Direct equity and debt Investments include: EBITDA multiples
(based on budgeted/forward looking EBITDA or historical EBITDA of the issuer and EBITDA multiples of comparable
listed companies for the equivalent period), discount rates, capitalization rates, price to book as well as price to earnings
ratios and enterprise value to sales multiples. The Group also considers the original transaction prices, recent transactions
in the same or similar instruments and completed third-party transactions in comparable instruments and adjusts the
model as deemed necessary. Further inputs consist of external valuation appraisals and broker quotes.
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In order to assess level 3 valuations in accordance with the Investment Management Agreement, the Investment
Advisor reviews the performance of the Direct and Indirect Investments held on a regular basis. The valuations are
reviewed on an ongoing basis by the Investment Advisor's investment committee who report to the Investment
Manager. The investment committee considers the appropriateness of the valuation model inputs as well as the
valuation result using various valuation methods and techniques generally recognized within the industry.

The Group utilizes comparable trading multiples in arriving at the valuation for the Direct Investments. Comparable
companies multiple techniques assume that the valuation of unquoted Direct Investments can be assessed by comparing
performance measure multiples of similar quoted assets for which observable market prices are readily available. The
Investment Advisor determines comparable public companies based on industry, size, development stage, strategy,
etc. Subsequently the most appropriate performance measure for determining the valuation of the relevant Direct
Investment is selected (these include but are not limited to EBITDA, price/earnings ratio for earnings or price/book
ratio for book values). Trading multiples for each comparable company identified are calculated by dividing the market
capitalization of the comparable company by the defined performance measure. The relevant trading multiples might
be subject to adjustment for general qualitative differences such as liquidity, growth rate or quality of customer base
between the valued Direct Investment and the comparable company set. The indicated fair value of the Direct Investment
is determined by applying the relevant adjusted trading multiple to the identified performance measure of the valued
company.

When applying the discounted cash flow method, the Investment Advisor discounts the expected cash flow amounts
to a present value at a rate of expected return that represents the time value of money and reflects the relative risks
of the Direct Investment. Direct Investments can be valued by using the 'cash flow to investor' method (a debt
instrument valuation), or indirectly, by deriving the enterprise value using the 'free cash flow to company' method
and subsequently subtracting the Direct Investment's net debt in order to determine the equity value of the relevant
Direct Investment. The Investment Advisor determines the expected future cash flows based on agreed investment
terms or expected growth rates. In addition and based on the current market environment an expected return of the
respective Direct Investment is projected. The future cash flows are discounted to the present date in order to determine
the current fair value.

If broker quotes are available, Direct debt Investments are valued by the Investment Advisor utilizing such quotes,
which are provided by an independent third party broker. Broker quotes are applied to the nominal value of such Direct
debt Investments. Broker quotes utilized for valuing Direct debt Investments represent indicative quotes for investments
traded in an inactive market.

The Group utilizes the sales comparison method in arriving at the valuation for Direct real estate Investments. The
sales comparison method compares a Direct real estate Investment's characteristics with those of comparable properties
which have recently been traded in the market. The Investment Advisor determines comparable assets based on, but
not limited to, size, location, development stage and property type. Furthermore the most appropriate measure for
determining the valuation of the relevant Direct real estate Investment is selected (amongst others price per room,
price per square foot, price per square meter). The comparable price per unit might be subject to adjustment for
general qualitative differences which include, but are not limited to, quality of property and access to public
transportation. The indicated fair value of the Direct real estate Investment is determined by applying the relevant
price per unit to the respective Direct real estate Investment. The sales comparison method is most appropriate for
Direct real estate Investments where the investment's size (e.g. number of rooms, square feet, square meters or
other square measures) is known and similar properties have recently traded in the market.
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When applying the income method the Investment Advisor compares a Direct real estate Investment's net operating
income to capitalization rates recently observed in the market to determine the present value. The Investment Advisor
determines comparable assets based on, but not limited to, size, development stage and property type. The capitalization
rates from recent sales of comparable properties might be subject to adjustment for general qualitative
differences which include, but are not limited to, quality of property, tenant mix and access to public transportation.
The indicated fair value of the Direct real estate Investment is determined by applying the relevant capitalization rate
to the Direct real estate Investment's net operating income. The income method is most appropriate for income
generating Direct real estate Investments where the net operating income is known and similar properties have recently
traded in the market.

The values of Level 3 Direct equity Investments valued by using an unobservable input factor are directly affected by
a change in that factor. The change in valuation of level 3 Direct equity Investments may vary between different Direct
Investments of the same category as a result of individual levels of debt financing within such an investment. Level
3 Direct debt Investments are generally valued using a waterfall approach including different seniority levels of debt.
Thus the effect of a change in the unobservable input factor on the valuation of such investments is limited to the
debt portion not covered by the enterprise value resulting from the valuation. No interrelationship between unobservable
inputs used in the Group's valuation of its level 3 investments has been identified.

The tables below present the investments whose fair values are recognized in whole or in part using valuation techniques
based on assumptions that are not supported by prices or other inputs from observable current market transactions in
the same instrument and the effect of changing one or more of those assumptions behind the valuation techniques
adopted based on reasonable possible alternative assumptions.

If presented, the category "Direct Investments" in the tables below may include certain Indirect Investments where
the Investment Advisor has full visibility of the underlying portfolio and hence performs a full valuation on such
investments as if they were Direct Investments. If presented, the category "Direct Investments" in the tables below
may include certain investments using the valuation technique "Reported fair value". Such Direct Investments invest
solely into underlying Indirect Investments, hence their fair value is based on reported fair value rather than a Direct
Investment valuation.

The sensitivity analysis below represents the potential change in fair value for each category of investments presented
in absolute values. Should the significant unobservable input for each category of investments increase or decrease
by 5%, the value of each category of investments would follow by the absolute positive or negative amount respectively.

With regards to Direct debt Investments, the Investment Advisor is of the opinion that a sensitivity analysis as performed
below for Direct equity Investments would not result in a meaningful disclosure with added value for the reader of
these audited consolidated financial statements. The reasons for this include, but are not limited to, the fact that the
income generated from Direct debt Investments is linked to a reference rate such as LIBOR or EURIBOR (hence
eliminating potential valuation changes resulting from fluctuation in interest rates) and the fact that Direct debt
Investments are valued using a waterfall approach as described above: The credit risk resulting from investing into a
Direct debt Investment is assessed by performing an enterprise valuation of the issuer's company. Provided that the
results of such a valuation provides sufficient evidence that the equity of such a company still has a positive value,
there is no indication that the Group as a lender would not be able to recover the full amount initially invested, plus
any accrued cash and/or PIK interest, hence carrying such Direct debt Investment at this value. Should a significant
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unobservable valuation input into such an enterprise valuation be changed in either direction, the value of a respective
Direct debt Investment would not fluctuate proportionately. Any fluctuation in the enterprise value of a lender's
company would only have an impact on the value of a Direct debt Investment in case the results of such a valuation
would provide sufficient evidence that the enterprise value of the company is not sufficient to fully cover the outstanding
debt instrument, where the Group is invested in.

With regards to Direct real estate debt Investments, the Investment Advisor is of the opinion that a sensitivity analysis
as performed below for Direct equity Investments would not result in a meaningful disclosure with added value for
the reader of these audited consolidated financial statements. The reasons for this conclusion include, but are not
limited to the fact that the income generated from Direct real estate Investments is linked to a reference rate such
as LIBOR or EURIBOR (hence eliminating potential valuation changes resulting from fluctuation in interest rates) and
the fact that Direct real estate Investments are valued using a waterfall approach as described above: The risk resulting
from investing into a Direct real estate debt Investment is assessed by evaluating the gross asset value of the property.
Provided that the results of such valuation provide sufficient evidence that the gross asset value exceeds the debt
balance (i.e. the equity has a positive value), there is no indication that the Group as a lender would not be able to
recover the full amount initially invested, plus any accrued cash and/or PIK interest, hence carrying such Direct real
estate debt Investments at this value. Should a significant unobservable valuation input into the determination of
gross asset value be changed in either direction, the value of a respective Direct real estate debt Investment would
not fluctuate proportionately. Any fluctuation in gross asset value of the property would only have an impact on the
value of a Direct real estate debt Investment in case the results of such a valuation would provide sufficient evidence
that the gross asset value of the property is not sufficient to fully cover the outstanding debt instrument, where the
Group is invested in. With regards to Direct real estate equity Investments, the Investment Advisor is of the opinion
that a sensitivity analysis as performed below for Direct equity Investments would not result in a meaningful disclosure
with added value for the reader of these audited consolidated financial statements. The reasons for this
conclusion include, but are not limited to the fact that variations in property location, quality and business plan result
in comparisons across properties that are not meaningful. Unobservable inputs for a specific region will vary greatly
based on the property's micro location, building finishes and amenities and leasing strategy. One-to-one comparisons
are not possible even for buildings that are physically close to each other due to the differences in property features
and occupancy.

A sensitivity analysis has not been presented for Direct Investments that have been acquired within the last three
months of the financial period and where the acquisition cost was deemed to be fair value in accordance with IFRS 13
as it is the view of the Investment Advisor that insufficient time has passed to determine a reliable sensitivity range
based on appropriate valuation inputs that would be considered appropriate by market participants.
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SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUT TABLE CURRENT PERIOD19.5

SensitivityRange (weighted
average)

Unobservable inputValuation techniqueFair value at
31.12.2014

Type of
security

Fair value in thousands of EUR

Direct Investments

-11'68811'6884.20x - 13.50x
(10.51x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

114'020Direct equity
Investments

-9099091.06x - 1.10x
(1.07x)

Price to book ratioMarket comparable
companies

6'918

n/an/a7.80x - 13.58x
(10.38x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

22'243Direct debt
Investments

n/an/an/aBid quotes for an
inactive market

Broker quotes3'851

n/an/a1.06x - 1.06x
(1.06x)

Price to book ratioMarket comparable
companies

5'236

Indirect
Investments

-17'87117'871n/aReported net asset
value

Adjusted reported net
asset value

357'418

88-88n/aFair value adjustmentsAdjusted reported net
asset value

-1'764
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SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUT TABLE PRIOR PERIOD19.6

SensitivityRange
(weighted
average)

Unobservable inputValuation techniqueFair value at
31.12.2013

Type of
security

Fair value in thousands of EUR

Direct Investments

-5'2985'2984.20x - 11.60x
(8.79x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

54'588Direct equity
Investments

-1111n/aReported fair valueReported fair value213

n/an/a6.78x - 10.08x
(8.47x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

14'431Direct debt
Investments

n/an/an/aRecent transaction priceReplacement cost5'258

Indirect
Investments

-16'07816'078n/aReported net asset
value

Adjusted reported net
asset value

321'555

105-105n/aFair value adjustmentsAdjusted reported net
asset value

-2'093
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DIVIDEND AND INTEREST INCOME AND EXPENSE20

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Interest income

2'6012'765From financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
20(33)From cash and cash equivalents

Dividend income

-359From financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

2'6213'091Total dividend and interest income

Interest expense

-(364)Interest expense - credit facilities

-(364)Total interest expense

2'6212'727Net result from dividends and interest

REVALUATION AND REALIZED GAINS AND (LOSSES)21

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
33'49871'660On financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

2-On short-term investments
5'045(19'027)On option and forward hedges

38'54552'633Total revaluation and realized gains and (losses)

FOREIGN EXCHANGE GAINS AND (LOSSES)22

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR
(9'621)28'464On financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
(3'600)5'724On payables and receivables
(167)144On cash and cash equivalents

(13'388)34'332Total foreign exchange gains and (losses)

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS23

A related party to the Group, is an entity which has the ability to, directly or indirectly, control the Group, or vice
versa, or to exercise significant influence over the Group in making financial and operating decisions or is a member
of the key management team, including their immediate families, of the Group. Entities are also related where they
are members of the same group. In this regard the following are considered related parties in the context of these
financial statements; all entities owned and controlled by Partners Group Holding AG, all entities advised by Partners
Group AG, and the Board of Directors and key management of each entity within the Group.

The following represents the transactions and balances of the Group with related parties:
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TRANSACTIONS23.1

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Management fee expenses:

8'7049'333Princess Management Limited

Administration fee expenses:

295288Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited

Service fee expenses:

250250Princess Management Limited

Incentive fee expenses:

2'1047'654Princess Management Limited

Incentive fee paid:

2'026660Princess Management Limited

Reimbursement of fees due to investments:

4'4404'484From affiliated entities

Other expenses to related parties:

7779Partners Group AG

213202Directors fee expenses:

3'39446'975Invested amounts and distributions to/from Partners Group advised products
(investment side), net.

Commitments made to funds or limited partnerships advised by Partners Group amounting to EUR 37'111'000 (2013:
EUR 16'874'000).

PERIOD-END BALANCES23.2

31.12.201331.12.2014In thousands of EUR

Other short-term receivables:

-2'623Fermaca

Accruals and other short-term payables:

(3'418)(2'589)Princess Management Limited
(21)(3)Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited

(430)-Penta CLO I S.A.

Accrued incentive fee:

(4'412)(11'407)Princess Management Limited

404'338441'449Commitments to Partners Group advised products (investment side)

166'504267'182Fair value of investments advised by Partners Group or related parties
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES24

As at 31 December 2014 and 2013 no persons were employed by the Group.

PENSION SCHEME25

The Group does not operate a pension scheme.

GROUP ENTERPRISES- SIGNIFICANT SUBSIDIARIES26

Princess Private Equity Subholding Limited
Incorporated in Guernsey
Ownership interest as at 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013: 100%
Activity: Investment holding company

Princess Direct Investments, L.P. Inc.
Incorporated in Guernsey
Ownership interest as at 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013: 100%
Activity: Investment holding company

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE27

The Board of Directors is of the opinion that no events took place between the end of the reporting period and the
approval of these consolidated financial statements that would require disclosure in or adjustments to the amounts
recognized in these audited consolidated financial statements.

APPROVAL OF THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS28

The Directors of the Company approved these consolidated financial statements on 9 March 2015.
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